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Introduction 
CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GBNERPL: 
Vibrational Bpectrosccjfjy is a pcMerful technique for 
studying the structure of glass which has beai extensively 
utilized during the last twenty years. Althcxjgh it does not 
usually provide direct structural infcrmation, it can be a y/ery 
useful tool for probing terminal or weakly coupled atoms or groups 
in terms of short range order. Moreover, vibrational spectra may 
be ccnpared with calculaticns based en models to yield more direct 
short range or, to some extent, intermediate range structural 
data. 
f>iKjng the different experimental vibraticr»al methods 
available ( namely infrared, Raman, inelastic neutron scattering, 
Brillouin and electrcn energy loss spectra etc.), infrared and 
particularly Raman scattering studies will be ccr»sidered in more 
ctetail here, along with the specific structural infornations that 
can be extracted in each case. For crystalline solids, the f^rtor 
1 2 
group and the simplified site - group approaches may be employed 
to interpret I.R. and Ronan data. However, in case of non -
crystalline naterials, the application of the approximate 
- 2 -
analogt-ffis o f the pa-evious methods, i e . the l a t t i c e (delocalized) 
model"^' and the fLSTdaniental s t r u c t u r a l u n i t model ' su f fe r from 
some serioLS shDrtcomir>gs. 
Perhaps the most e laborate method developed so f a r has 
been the large c l i j s t e r model ca l cu la t i on of Be l l and Dean' , VMhich 
g 
was applied to v-SiGU,, v-GeCL and ^r-B^^ . In this appre;<imaticn, 
se^ 'sral static ball and spoke models of the glass struicture 
(containing a few hundered atoms ) were hand built in agreement 
with, short range structural data from X-ray and neutron 
diffraction stLsdies. The atemic coordinates were then obtairsd 
from the harmonic force field with central and non-central force 
ccrtstants. Good agreement v*3S obtained with experimental results, 
particularly for inelastic neutron scattering, for which the 
ccxipling coefficients have only a weak frequency dependence, 
whereas the I.R and Raman spectra are more difficult to compute, 
sirxre the corresponding matrix elements may exhibit a strcng 
frequency dependence. It was conclLded that neither a pure 
molecular apprccsrh, nor that based on the use of crystal lattice 
dynamics may be able to gi\'e accurate information on the 
vibrational modes thyoLigaut the t'rfiole frequency spectrum of a 
glassy material. Extended atianic models have to he used. 
Vibratior-al spectra can also be calculated fron computer gererated 
models using, for excsnple, molecular dynamics simulation 
9 
techniques. Reasonable agreemant has been obtained in some cases . 
Although such numerical techniques provide a satisfactory solution 
- 3 -
to the vibrational problem in glass networks, little physical 
insight is furnished simultaneously. 
Certain simplified models may find SLiitable application 
in special cases. For example, when the anionic bridging angles 
are close to n/2, the coupling betvjeon stn.a:tural units is weak 
II II 
and a molecular model such as that developed by Lucovsty and 
Martin may be used with some success. This model was applied to 
the optic modes of chalcogenide glasses of tlie type As^ X^., (X=S,Se) 
and the vibrational modes were assumed to be the internal mode?^  of 
the fundanental strtictural uiit ( a AssX^  pyramid ) and tlxjse of 
the bent bridging unit As-X-As treated independently. 
Ben and Thorpe developed a model for the vibrational 
density of states of tetrahedral AX^ glasses such as SiO^ in the 
high frequency region based on a randcxn netv«rk of AX tetralvpdta 
with nearest - neighbour central forces. This nodel predicted 
that, as the A-X-A angle increased from n/2 to n, the character 
of the vibrational nodes changed from purely molecular to band 
like. The value of the bridging angle Q determined, to a large 
extent, how solid state effects modified the characteristics of 
the isolated tetrahedral modes, pjarticularly above a critical 
value 6fc. In this framework, wery simple expressions were obtained 
for the positions of the main peaks in the vibrational density of 
states ( VDGG ), as a function 0 and the nearest neighbour- central 
it 
force ccnstant a. %^Tother more analytical approacli is the cluster 
" 12 
- Bethe - lattice metlTod . Here, the phonon spectrxun of a Betlie 
- 4 -
lattice may be calculated and a number of such lattices can be 
used bo ccDnveniently terminate a sn»all piece of glass network. 
Good agreement with experiment was obtained for several nan — 
crystalline materials ^. 
In conclLtsion, there is no single theory for accurately 
predicting the first order vibrational spectra of nan -
crystalline solids ( the same being true for second or higher 
order spectra ) and one has to resort to certain types of models 
in order to gain approximate understanding of the experimentally 
observed spectra. 
1.2 eUPERICNIC CCMXTTIhG GLASSES 
More then sixteen years have passed since glassy 
electrolytes with high ionic conductivities were found accidently 
by KLnze in . During these sixteen years, the ionic species 
showing high ionic conductivities increased in numbers; at the 
begining the Ag ion ifjas the only one investigated, and now 
+ + + + 
Li ., fe , Cu and F are known to show high conductivities in 
glass, such a range of conducting species is of course one of the 
features in solid state ionics. Electrons and holes, however, are 
the only possible charge carriers and the control of UK? 
conduction is an important subject in ttie ele^ ctronic condurctors. 
Even in glassy electronic conductors, the control of the 
ccnduction tyjie vjas materialized and tlie formation of p-n junction 
between those glasses was reported ". 
- 5 -
In the field of ionic canductors the glass has several 
advantages in comparisicn with the crystal, as summarized in 
Table-I . In fact the number of papers concerning glassy 
electrolytes is increasing rapidly at the International meetings 
on Solid State Ionics held every two years. At the 3 meeting in 
1981 only five of the total 161 papers (3.17.) Mere concerned with 
glassy electrolytes . At the 4 meeting in 1983 those increased 
rapidly to 2b of the total 296 papers (9.17.)•*"'', and at the 5 ^ 
meeting 32 pap]er5 were presented among the total 206 papers 
(16.OX,) . These are thought to be some evidence showing the 
•I II 
increasing inportance of glass in the field of ionic conductors. 
Ionic conductors in non - crystalline solids are called 
in several different ways: glassy or vitreous electrolytes, fast 
ion conducting glasses, supjerionic conducting glasses, and so on. 
If II 
The term superionic conducting glasses was used first time in 
197/ TThe level of progress in various kinds of conducting species 
is different and it is not easy still at present to summarize 
the progress in superionic conducting glasses in a simple way. 
1.21 ONXCTIMa ION SPECIES 
Several ions are knoMi to migrate rapidly in crystalline 
solid electrolytes, eg. Li , Ma , K , Ag , Da*^ , H^, F~, and CP". 
+ + + + + — 
In glasses Li , Na , K , Ag , Cu and F are the ions reported to 
fast migrate. 
1.22 Ag* ION BLASBES 
Development of new glass system showing Ag ion 
- 6 -
TPBLE-I Mer i ts of V i t r i f i c a t i o n 
(1) Higher conductivities 
(2) Isotropic properties 
(3) No grain boundaries 
(4) Ease of shaping into various forms 
(5) Ease of thin film formation 
(6) Wide selection of glass forming system 
(7) Wide range of control of (jroperties with 
changing chemical compositions 
- 7 -
19 + 
conductivities can be summarized as in fig.i . The Ag ion 
conckjcting glasses are mostly expressed as the systems 
Agl-AgJD-M O , where M O is a given oxide; B, Si, Ge etc. are 2 m n m n 
knoMR as M. In some cases the replacement of I and/or O with 
another halogen or oxygen group element can produce the new family 
of glasses . Such a variety of glass formation plays a \/ery 
important role in studying the structure and conduction mechanism 
in these glasses from the chemical point of view. At present B, 
Ge, and P are the only species reported to form glasses with the 
replacemEnt of I and/or O wil^ t another similar element. 
There are two controversial topics, which arm 
interrelated and have actively been investigated. The first one is 
the problem en structure, especially on the aivironment of Ag 
ions. Are there really two types of coordination around Ag ions 
surrounded by oxide or by iodide ions ? The second one is the 
problem on conckiction mechanism; arm there really two types of Ag 
ions mobile or immobile ions? 
A typical structure model for Ag ion conducting glasses 
is shoinn in fig. in order to make clear the point of discLtssion, 
where MCh represents triangles and/or tetrahedra ( in some cases 
octahedra ) composed of M and Ch shown in fig.l. SLch polyhedra 
arm present as monomer ions or as condensed macromolecular anions, 
depending en the chemical composition of the glasses, and low 
condensation are illustrated in fig.2, since low condensation is 
the feature in these glasses . Two types of Ag ions are shown; one 
- 8 -
A g X - A g ^ M ^ p ^ (X = B r , C I ; 
^ \ M = B, P, G B ) 
replacement o f I 
AgI-AgJC^^-M Ch^ (Ch = S, Se; 
M = G B , P) 
replacement o f O 
' ^ m n 
(M = B, S i , Ge, P, V, As , C r , Se, Mo) 
replacement of I and 0 
Agx4»g^Ch-M Ch 
^2 m n 
(X = I, Br, CI; 
Ch = O, S, Se; 
M = Ge, P) 
Fig.(l): Glass-forming systems with replacement of I and 0 in the 
system figI-Ag^O-M_„0^ 
m n 
- 9 -
MC(« , 
F i g . ( 2 ) : A s t r v i c t u r e nxxJel o f g lasses i n t l i e sv'str^'i^^ 
AyX-Aj^ClT-M Ch 
2 m n 
(X = I , Br , C i ; Cli - 0 , S, Se; M •--• var icous c a t i o v - u\ 
group 3--6) 
- 10 -
is circled and surrounded with halogens, and the other is bonded 
by a dotted line with non - bridging Ch, which denotes the banding 
of partial covalerxiy between Ag and Ch. This type of strticture 
model was proposed on the basis of I.R spectra and the I.R pieak 
shift accompanying the ion exchange of Ag with K ions ' . Such 
evidence on I.R spectra gives the informaticn on thr strx.«ctnre 
MCh and the interaction between Ag-Ch, but not between Ag-X. 
Rsiman scattering spectra have been reported to confirm tlie 
presence of AgX. structural units as well as Ag-0 bonds in the 
2B AgX-A^=0_ glasses . Interesting results have also been reported 
that the addition of PbX„ instead of AgX to AgPO^ causes the 
29 formation of AgX. and also the high conductivity . 
Electrical conductivities and activation energies for 
conduction depend on the content of AgX 'and not of Ag,^ 0, which 
lead to the presence of mobile and immobile Ag ions at the early 
stage of research of these glasses. Glass transition temperatures, 
I 
T4 'ZTJ 
optical absorption edges^ and thermo electric powers" as well as 
conductivities and activation energies are primarily determined by 
the Agl content. These results are considered to sufiport thr above 
postulation. Very similar structural models have been proposed by 
no 
Malugani et al^ . 
There are two papers on the Ag M^'^^'" in Agl-Ag^O-R^CL 
glasses, which have directly investigateti the notion of Ag inns. 
Villa et al"'; reported that Ag ions were coordinated with both 
i«K.ixt-K? aiKJ ov.ygpn, as n»:!tit.ior)ed alxrve, tiut could not distiiKjt.iir.h 
- l i -
the mobile and immobilB Ag ions in the measLirefnents at room 
34 temperature. Martin et al. hcawever, measured tine Ag |\MR as a 
functicn of temperature and concluded that at lower tempjeraturE*^ 
+ 
mobile and immobile Ag ions could be detectcjd while at higher 
temperatures all cations appjeared to be mobile. 
Independfint measurem e nt s of mobility, carrier 
concentration, and conductivity are needed to reach a persuasive 
conclusion on the conduction mechianism. Almond et al. proposed a 
possibility for determining tlie concentration term from the 
analysis of conductivity farefactors and reported that about one 
to two orders of magnitude less than the total Ag ions were 
mobile and the carrier concentration was independent of 
temperature . 
1.23 GLASSy MATERIALS AS CATHDEE IN SEEOvDARY CELLS 
'The reaction of metals with layered - structure crystals 
has attracted mucih attension in developing rechargeable secondary 
cells . Crystalline TiS , T^S , VS^, MoS , ^ 43=? and so on are 
known as typical intercalation compounds and thus active cathode 
38 39 ACi 
materials . Jacobson et al. ' "reported that amorphous transition 
metal chalcogenides such as MaS-> MoGL,, and V 0 are superior in 
cathode capacity to crystals. The partial oxidation of tliese 
amorphous materials was found to substantially decrease the 
41 
cafvjcity ivi cathodi? mati?rialr. . rUr.r? aiior pfriu?. mmlcrialr; arn ir> 
the form of powders. 
Oh the other hand rapidly quenched glasses based on V^O^ 
- 12 
have intensivsly been investigated in recent years as.the cathode 
materials in the rechargeable cells in the type of 
+ 
Li/Li - electrolyte / VjD^ - based glasses 
Non aqueoLts soluticns like LiAsF - contadning methyltetrahydro -
o 
42 43 
-furan (MelT-F) or propylene carbonate are usijally used, but solid 
44 
electrolytes like a foil of polyethylene oxide -LiCLO. complex or 
spjuttened amorphous films of the Li.SiO - LL^ BCLj. can be used in 
all solid state secondary eel Is . VJD^ - based glasses liave 
advantages as cathode materials because they showed electronic 
conduction as well as ionic conduction. 
Fig.3 shows an example of cycling behaviour of 145 times 
42 in the cell 
Li / 1.5M LiAsF, - 2MeTVF / 95-/. VJD . 57. PJ)^ glass 
Good reversibility is seen. It is thought that the glassy materials 
are superior as cathode materials in secondary cells to 
crystalline materials because of their smaller volume change 
accompanying the intercalation - deintercalation ( discharge -
recharge) cycles. 
1.3 RDL£ CF TRMvGITION ItTflL lONB IN GLASSES 
Transition metal ions dissolved in common glass forming 
systems such as alkali - alkaline earth silicates, phosphates, and 
borates impart to tliese materials characteristic colours nnd 
magnetic properties. The relationship beti-s^ en the colour imparted 
to a solid material with the iron group dopants has traditionally 
- 13 
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4<b 47 been studied and understixxi by crystal field thecary ' . The 
traditional vi»4 has been to interpret the taptical absorption 
spectra of treffisition metal ions of a specified valence state in 
tenms of the nearest - neighbour coordination polyhedron; that is, 
II II 
the glass was assumed to have sites analogous to the sites in 
crystals. In general, it has been concluded that most of these 
occur in octahedral sites with occasional appearence of ions at 
tetrahedral sites. 
Orte of the remarkable results has been the conclusion 
that the transition metal ions find their place at glass sites 
that are quite symmetrical and about the right size to accomodate 
the transition metal ions. This conclusion follows from the 
observation that most glass spectra are ver/ similar to the 
spectra of the ion in high symmetry crystals. If the transition 
II II 
metal ions are indeed occupying sites in the glass structure 
( that is, sites the geometry of w^ iich is dictated by the boundary 
requirements of the glass forming network ), it is not immediately 
II II 
apparent why these sites should be so ideally accomodating to 
the size requirements of the transition metal ions or why they 
should be so regular. 
However, from the vibrational spectroscopic data, it is 
argued that many transition metal ions form quasi — molecular 
complexes in glasses. That is, they modify the geometrical 
arrangement of the nearby glass - forming network to suit their 
own bonding requirements. 
- 15 -
1.31 STTICRJR^ MODELS FOR TWNBITIGN METrt_ lOhS IN GLASSES 
If glasses are considered as sol^-Ents, there ar-e a 
number of ways that tranrdticxi mehal oxides nmy dissolve in tlie 
glass structure as slcjwn in fig.^(a-d) 
4(a)- as a molecular entity in which tlTP transiticn oietal ion is 
coordinated by oxygens which are not part of the glass netvork; 
4(b)— as a quasi - molecular complex in which the transition metal 
ion is coordinated by non - bridging oxygens and which may result 
in local rearrangement of the glass stn.«cture; 
4(c)- as a network modifier which cx:cupir?s a site the geonetr^ of 
which i.s deterinined by the glass structure, or 
4(d)- as a network former either by substituticn into network 
sites or by the polymerization of transition metal polyhedra. 
The transition metal oxides dissolved as quasi -
molecular complexes and network niodifiers appear at interstitial 
positions of tlie glass structure. In the case of the network 
modifier, the transition metal ions occupy a site which is 
determined by the configuration of the structural units present in 
the melt. Hence, the sites could be almost of any size and' vjould 
probably be antisymmetric. Whatever their geometry, these sites 
can be expected to vary with melt composition and structure. Oh 
the other hand, in the formation of a quasi-molecular complex the 
transition metal ion modifies the network locally to provide a 
more regular ctxjrdination polyhiedron with adjusted bond leticjtfri. 
Obviously, tliese two cases are the end members of a contiriuaus 
- 16 -
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Fig. (4): Schematic diagrams of transiticxj metal ions dissolx'ed in 
I glass melts 
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range of possibilities which depend upon the balance between the 
network borKling strength and the bending recpjireinents of the 
transition metal icn. 
+2 +2 
Although several transition elements such as Ni , Co 
+2 
and Zn are thought to occur in tetrahedral coordination in 
silicate, borate and phosphate melts, there is little evidence 
that these tetrahedra are part of the melt network. Small ions 
-Ml- -i~5 4*3 "^ 3 
such as Ge , P , B and Al are known from vibrational 
spectroscopy to substitute for Si in network forming sites in 
silicate glasses .There is some evidence that Ti and Fe 
+4 
also substitute for Si in tetrahedral sites in silicate 
52,53 glasses ' 
1.4 WHPti 8CATTERIIV6 IN DISGRDEPED VEDIA 
54 Zwsnzing showed that in a disordered system of amorphous 
materials, a phonon - like excitation ( as in crystalline 
stftstances ) can be defined using forces and momenta as the system 
coordinates and that such a concept is useful when structural 
relaxation times are relatively long, just as in moderately 
viscous liquids and glasses. The existence of vibrational quantum 
states for glassy solids is, of course, required by their crystal 
like behaviour of the heat capacity at low temperatures. In the 
long wave length limit, glasses like crystals, behave as elastic 
continua and well defined frequency (w), wave vector (q) relations 
exist for both longitudinal and transeverse waves. 
- 18 
The lack of periodic symmetry, characteristic of all 
glasses, will result in a broaderjing of the dispersion io(q) curves 
•• II II II 
with increasing phonon life times. Phonons are well defir^ ed in 
amarphaus solids; however, only a qualitative difference in its 
behaviour with that of a crystal exists is that vitreous phanc«is 
donot possess a well defined K - vector. Shuker and Ganimcn" 
described Raman scattering of vitreoLts solids in terms of 
dielectric correlation tlieory Br\d slewed tf«t there is a breakt:iot>«i 
in the Raman K = 0 selectiori rule and so that essentially all 
nodes of vibrations Bre allowed, 
1.41 HIGH FFBUENCY RflMflN a-tUIHft 
Raman spectra can be eKpectfKl to provide infoinvitiian 
about the short range structure in glasses. Disorder in glass h.5s 
t:«?ett s l t vm t o pr ix luce a br (:.'ak(.l(*>Ki jr\ IN? K - 0 seltKzLion rul f? rii id 
a l l v i b r a t i o n nxxles a re al lowi^d t o c c j n t r i b j t e t o t l ie Rc7/t>i3n 
s c a t t e r i n g . T h i s l e d Shuker and B:Miin«n t o conc lude t h a t Ra/uFtn 
s c a t t e r i n g i n g l a s s i s f i r s t o r d e r and i s c l o s e l y r e l a t e d t o tl>e 
v i b r a t i a i a l det>sity o f stat<E>5. T i e t o t a l ol jserved sca t t e r irtg 
i n t e n s i t y , I L ^ C W ) , o f t he Stokes cornpcnent i s g i ven by " ;' 
^obs^*^' a h/20 Cn(o») +1] Z^C^ g^{o>) (J.) 
where g. (w) i s t h e d e n s i t y o f s t a t e s f o r a v i b r a t i o n a l band b 
C rep resen ts t h e d e r i v e d p o l a r i r a h i l i t y tertrior elen»?nts whurh a re 
here assLwned t o be? fr€?quency independent f o r a g i v e n band b bu t 
- 19 -
depend cxi the band considered; n(w) = CexpChw/CT)-!] is the 
BDse-Einstein populaticn factor. . 
II II 
For the low frequency modes ( boson peak ) which are 
mainly accoustical phonons , C is no longer considered to be 
frequency independent; its dependence on w can be determined for 
instance from the Martin-Brenig model. 
1.42 LOW FFOaJENCV RPWPN SPECTRA 
The low frequency part of the Raman spectra of glasses 
II II 
is dominated by the so called boson peak, which results from the 
competition between the decreasing density of vibrational states 
and the increasing thermal population that occurs as the 
vibrational frequencies decrease towards zero . Furthermore, the 
density of states g(a>) is weighted by the coupling coefficient C. 
that describes the Raman scattering efficiency. The elastic 
continuum model of Martin and Brenig gives expressions for the 
frequency dependent coupling coefficient C(w) that is relevant for 
low lying vibrational modes corresponding mainly to accoustic 
p>hc3nons. Originally, these expressions were established for a 
backscattering geometry; but they have been adopted to right angle 
scattering geometr/ by NEmanich" and take on the forms: 
q^(w) = Aw^C3(Vj/v^)^expt-(2TTCw)^/v^^}CT^ + 
2Bxpt-(2ncw)^/Vj^}a^] (2) 
C^(a>) = Aw'^C2(Vj/v^)\xp{-(2nca>)^/v^^}a^ + 
(15\H2/3)exp{-(2iTcw)^/Vj"^}0^] (3) 
- 20 
I n these e>;pres5inns, C^,, and C . des igna te t h e c:c»jpling 
c o e f f i c i H i t s f o r t h e p o l a r i z e d Rajnan spt rc t ra i n t he W and W 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ; A i s a cons tan t t h a t c o n t a i n s the f l u c t u a t i o n s o f 
t h e p h o t o e l a s t i c and e l a s t i c c o n s t a n t s ; v and v . a r e the 
v e l o c i t i e s o f t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l and t ranseverse a c o u s t i c waves 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The s h o r t c o r r e l a t i o n range (SCR) i s definc^d by 2 n ; 
i t r ep resen ts t h e e x t e n t o f sJ ior t range o r d e r i n g where a ptianon 
can propagate w i t h no damping. The quotTt i ty r e f l e c t s t\n r e l a t i v e 
mean square s p a t i a l f l u c t u a t i o i s o f t l ie phot jDclast ic and e l a s t i c 
c o n s t a n t s ; i t ranr tot lie nipastirrxl d i r n r t l y , b i t can tie de lp t tn i i x^ l 
f rom the e x p e r i m e n t a l l y obte^ined d e p o l a r i z a t i o n r a t i o , wf i ich i s 
shown t o be 
p((o) = I ^ ( w ) / I ^ ( w ) = [4/3+(iOV/{:2/3+g^/gl})] (4) 
w i t h . 
g . = expC-(aToco) /v .^ ] (5) 
^ t " ( V j / v ^ ) \ > ; p i : - ( 2 n c w ) / v ^ ^ ] (6) 
From eqn.('l) it is clear that a knowledge of the 
vibrational density of states g(w) is necessary in order to 
understand the Raman spectra of glasses. In the absence of 
eKperimental data concerning g(oo), and in the limit (2ncw/v )a < 1 
2 
where n = 1 or t, it can be assi_imnd that g(a>) a. o) , ie. follo'js a 
•I II 
Debye distribution. Hence from eq. (1), ttie reduced Stokes R<^ wpan 
intensity Ip(oi>) is: 
- 21 -
ID(W) = I„. (w)/u>[n(w)4l] a C(w) (7) 
The curve I„(to) is then easily deduced from !_, (w) and 
can be fitted using eqn.(2) and (3) by least square refintanents of 
the quantities A and a considered as adjustable parameters. 
Descrepancies are observed between the calculated and experiire^ ntal 
II 
cur^ /es at low frequency, due to the presence of light scattering 
II II 11 
excess and also above w , the freqiiency of the boson peak 
max" -I r 
maximufn, because the relative (2lrTcw/v )o < 1 is no longer valid. 
1.5 QJ^BS TRPIvBITIGN 
A glass transition is normally msnifested by a marked 
change in viscosity, specific heat and thermal e>tpansian 
coefficient within a narrxDW temperature interval. The glass 
transition temperature is defined by the temperature at which the 
viscosity of the material becomes very high ( > 10 ^ P). The 
glassy state is considered to be an extension of liquid state and 
is regarded as a disordered solid. It is important to mention that 
high tejT^ jerature side of the glass transition is nothing more than 
the liquid state. The transition between liqudd to glassy state 
may be a thermodynamic phase transition, or a phase transiticn 
that is influenced by kinetic effects. Although different models 
exist in the literature'' , vje will consider the lattice model of 
60 Gibbs and Di-Marzio . 
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The Bibbs-DiMarzio tlieory predicts tfe forjnat.ifjri of 
glass-farming linear polymer chains consisting of backbone units. 
Rotation around each backbone unit is hindered and this gives rise 
to potential wells in rotational space separated by different 
barrier heights. The bond spiends almost all of its time librating 
around the maxiinum of one or another of the potential Mel Is. A 
conf igurational state is assigned to describe the state of the 
indxsle system and it is assumed that beloM T , the whole system is 
frozen into one conf igurational state ie., in one such maximLm. 
Above T , the liquid state explores the possibility of settling 
into higher configurational states. Each configurational state is 
associated with a set of vibrational and librational states which 
arB consictered to be internal modes of the system. Goldstein used 
a different kind of molecular mechanism which is based on the 
following assumptions; 
(1) The heights of the potential minima associated with different 
configurational states are sufficiently close to each other, and 
at a temperature near T , the system remains trapped in one of the 
minima; 
(2) The lattice vibrational properties are characterized by a 
Debye characteristic fret^ iency, which is a function of 
temperature ; 
(3) The lattice frequencies could change at higher temperatures 
because the potential minima associated with different 
configurational states might have different curvatures; and 
- 23 -
(4) A change i n anharncnici ty CDCcxirs a t high temperatures w i th 
cliaiiging strv jctural s ta tes . 
1.51 GLASS TFMvBITION IN v-B. ft 
62 Guha and Uteilrafen assumed that the cages containing 
clusters of atoms as shown by the shaded areas in fig.5(a) are 
librating. They are trapped in one of the potential wells below T 
and the librational motions of clusters of atoms of various sizes 
may be respxxisible for the observed low frequency peaks in the 
calculated Raman density of states. The force constants associated 
with the 50 and 137 cm peaks are comparable to each other and 
therefore, it is possible that these librational motions are 
probably decoupled moticns around the center of mass of each cage. 
With increasing temperature, the large amplitude of motions of 
individual bonds would broaden the vibrational spectrum, but the 
vibrational density of states should not change unless, the 
structure is c^ ianged. As shown in fig. (6), above 500K and near T , 
a number of boroxol rings are broken, extending the polymeric 
network of the BO^ triangles, thereby decreasing the density of 
atoms. Thus, there will be a weakening of the force constants 
between the atoms. Since the potential wells are closely spaced 
together, the system would seek a new equilibrium {xeiticn at 
different configurational state. The potential minima associated 
with the different configurational states are likely to have 
different curvatures, mostly weaker ptarabolas because of the 
lowering of force constants. All these effects would result in a 
- 24 -
F i g . ( 5 ) : (a) B^O^ st r twr^ure a t rocm temperature ccx i ta in ing a h i gh 
p r o p o r t i o n o f t iuroKol r i n g s 
(b) B,JXr s tn-scture i n t h e mol ten s t a t e c o n t a i n i n g o n l y 
BQ, u n i t s 
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m 
shift of the scattering spectra to lc»-jer frequencies. EKperiniental 
as well as the frequency and teniFJerature reduced Raman spectra do 
not exhibit a marked shift in frequency above the melting point T 
(TZaO of the EUQ^ glass. Ptxsve T , the scattering spectrum peaks 
at a lower frequency Cfig.(6a-c)3 and ver/ little shift vjas 
obsia'^ s/ed at high temperature. The viscosity of the melt is lot-ered 
at higher temperature and therefore instead of linkage of the 
ruptured bortds of boroxol rings to the same network, one can think 
of regrouping of atoms which would lead to a more open structure 
[fig.(5b). These clusters of atoms are still hanrexiically bound to 
their neighbours but with a much weaker force constant than the 
glassy state. As the temperature is further increased, the number 
of boroxol rings decreases. 
1.6 STRXJTURE CF \r-B. :P2 
It has been reported"" that for v-B^^, tine best fit to 
the X-ray correlation data is obtained from a glass structure 
comprising a mixed random network of boroxol groups and EO^ 
.^  
triangles.lt has been confirmed spectroscopically that tho 806 
cm peak associated with the oxygen motion of boroxol rings. Bril 
has reported values for various force constants associated with 
63 different motions of Bl,0. ring using a free ion model. Bril 
studied the low frequency (26 cm ) peak as a function of 
composition. Assuming a mass of 13il> amu for a B^_, glass of 5<ItX 
alkali oxide and taking tt«e frGque?ncy of vibration to be i<X> cm , 
27 -
Bril estimated that the mass in questicxi was ^  2300 amn ior tfiis 
law frequency band. This corresponds to ^  169 atoms. Therefore, he 
suggested that the 26 cm band might represent the motion of a 
cluster of atoms. Using this estunated mass, a value of 2 N/m for 
1/2 
the force constant from the relationship « = (K/m) had been 
calculated. With regard to the 137 cm band, the force constant 
is calculated to be ^  2.5 N/m by using the mass of a single 
boroxol unit (^  80 amu). 
64 
A proposed mode 1 of v-BJ2 by Johnson and coworkers 
indicated that at room temperature there was likely to be an equal 
concentration of boroxol rings and BOL_ triangles. A random boron 
-oxygen network with a high proportion of boroxol rings is shown 
in fig.(Sa). This two dimensional network can be extended to a 
three dimensional one by assuming that BQL triangles of all 
orientations are interconnected in space to fdrm a three 
dimensional network. It is assumed that cage like structures ( as 
shoMn by shaded area in fig 5a ) of various shapes and sizes can 
be constructed in v-BJD^ and this random distribution of mass 
simulates the disorder in the glassy state. It has been shown by 
Payton and Vischer that in mixed diatomic crystals, the calculated 
vibrational density of states corresponding to acoustic arel optic 
modes overlapis when the force constants and masses are chosen 
randomly. In diatomic crystalline solids, the acoustic and optic 
modes are ctefined respectively, as in phase and out of phase 
66 
motions of atoms. Bell and coworkers used the BO^ triangular 
28 -
network as well as bcDro>:Dl ring configurations to perform the 
vibrational analysis of B_C1L,. They estimated bond stretching, out 
of phase bending and 0-B-O angle bending constants in both 
configurations. Their results based on the boroxol ring model 
produces a vibrational density of states which has the correct 
band shape, but failed to agree with the observed peak positions 
in the Raman data. Galeener et al. also attempted to obtain a 
vibrational density of states using a nearest neighbour force 
constant model with a continuous BO^ triangular network 
configuration. However, their calculation was unable to acheive 
the observed Raman peaks. According to Guha and Ualrafen the 806 
cm peak is an internal mode associated with the boroxol rings 
fr#iile the vibrational features which appear below 300 cm are due 
to cooperative motions of the whole structure, comprising a mixed 
BQ_ triangular and boroxol ring network. 
- 29 -
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Chapter -
Experimental Details 
CHAPTER I I 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2.1 SPIiPLIM3 PROCEDURE 
The boric acid, in powder form ( obtadLned from ECH, 
England ), was first dehydrated by heating upto 200 C in a china 
clay crucible and then heated upto 1000 C continuously for twenty 
four hours. It was then quenched rapidly to room temperature and 
pressed between stainless steel plates to prepare a desired 
thickness of glass. Just before using, the faces of the glasses 
were grinded and polished with carborundum powder in three stages 
using different meshes of lower grades (200, 400) and then with 
800 mesh and finally smoothened with a soft clothe. For I.R study, 
the glasses were grinded into powder and were mixed with •CBr by 
morter^-pestle made of stainless steel and prepared in the pellet 
form using pressed disc method. For F.T.I.R study, thin glass film 
were prepiared by dipping a circular loop of wire in a molten BJDu.. 
The silver borate glasses were prepared by heating the 
weighted amounts of reagent grade silver nitrate and boric acid in 
electric, furnace at HOOK for an hour. Within the experimental 
error, gravimetric analysis showed that when the mixture is 
heated, its weight decreases as expected for complete ejection of 
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water (from BJD ) and nitrogen oxide (from AghD >. The satnpleB 
were made by pouring the butole free melt in between the stainless 
steel molds kept at room temperature. The samples were 
transparent, varied from yellow to light brown in colour and 
darken as the Ag^O/ELCL ratio increased. Two to three samples were 
prepared from each batch of melt and all of them gave identical 
results. The samples were fairly hygroscopic and they tended to 
darken specially during laser light exposure. This phenomenon was 
avoided wheti tlie light power rii Lie samples was below 100 nM. 
2.2 THE PRESSED DISC TECHMIGUE 
For the preparation of solid samples, the particle size 
of solids should ideally be less than the wavelength of the 
incident radiation, so that refraction and reflection do not 
occur. Another benefit obtained by reduction of particles size is 
the minimization of the Christiansen effect which arises, when the 
refractive indices of a solid particle and its surrounding medium 
differ appreciably. 
This procedure for prejaaring solid samples was 
1 2 
introduced by Schiedt and Stimson . They were able to establish 
that a solid sample whai mixed with a suitable matrix material 
(generally alkali halide) retains all the properties associated 
with the sample arid by applying a pressure of the order of 1200 
2 
lbs/inch by means of hydraulic press, a transparent disc can be 
prepared. Dry KBr is the most widely used matrix material. 
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A small amount (^  one milligram) of solid sample is 
ground and mixed with ^  300 mg of high fwrity alkali halide 
(generally KBr). Here the mixing is usually dcxte to the extent 
that the particle size is smaller tlien the substrate particle 
size. The mixture is placed in a die and is pressed at a pressure 
of 12,000 lbs per square inch to yield a transparent pellet or 
disc of the desired size and shape. 
2.3 !>£ MJLL TEEHMIGUE 
This technique is accomplished by grinding the solid in 
a mineral oil, generally nujol, to make a thin paste. T^us mineral 
oil serves to suspened the solid and acts as a coating arotrtd the 
particles so as to match the refractive indices of solid and 
mineral oil more closely than does air. Wtien the cream like 
suspension is uniform, it is scpteezed into a thin layer hetwefsi 
the polished KBr plates and mounted in tfie sampling area of the 
spectrophotometer. Another demountable cell, between the plates of 
which a few drops of nujol are placed, is kept in the refrence 
beam of the spectrophotometer to compensate for the absorption 
bands due to nuvjol. 
2.4 CflRE CF TVE QPtPlE MATERIALS 
The boric oxide, B^O^, and silver borate, Ag 0-*i GL, are 
highly hygroscopic materials. Even at very high temperatures, 
hydroxyl groups may be present in it. However, just after the 
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preparatiai of tlie samples, these were kept in the desiccator 
which was provided with dry CaCl^ to rennove the last traces of H,0 
from inside. Extra car^ e is needed for silver borate samples 
because of its photosensitive character. To get rid of it, tiie 
desiccator was covered with a dark black clothe. WienevGr the 
sample was used for scanning, the faces of the glass (for Raman 
spectra) were again smoothened by carborundum powder and polished 
with a soft clothe. 
2.5 RflMRN INBTFLBtNT 
The Raman spectra were recorded on Jobin-Yvon Ramanor 
U-1000 Laser Raman Spectroneter. In the basic Raman spectrometer, 
ttic? samfile under inv^ .'sligntitji is subjfctrjtJ to irradialien frijin r\ 
suitable monochromatic Laser source and the Raman spectrum is 
c*»served by the use of the system comprising: 
(a) Mcnochromatic light source 
(b) San»pling compartmEnt 
(c) Dispersing system 
(d) Detector 
(e) Recorder 
(f) Ctntrol tnit 
F i g . (2.1) shows the block diagrctfn of a basic Laser Raman 
Spectrometer. 
2.51 MOCCmDmTIC LIGHT SOURCE 
The essent ia l requin^tnents f o r a l i g h t source for tl ie 
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excitation of Raman spectra are that it should be highly 
mcnochromatic (ie. has a narrow line width) and capable of giving 
high irradiartcB at the sample. The argon icn gas laser meets these 
requiremaits and provide a number of discrete exciting lines of 
varying power. The energy level diagram of singly ionized argon is 
shown in fig. (2.2). It can be assumed that the two sublevels of 
2 
the As p state that constitute the two lower states for all the 
argon ion laser transitions have very short lifetimes and \/ery 
high probabilitips of emitting energy and drxjpping to the argon 
ion ground state. The energy sepetration between the lower laser 
levels and the ground state of the ion is very large, so that, 
even though the plasma is at a high temperature, there is no 
tendency for a Boltzmann populatiai equilibrium to be established 
between the ionic groLind state and the lower laser levels. 
3 
The model 171 argon ion laser offers a number of 
available wavelengths at 514.5r»n, 501.7nm, 496.5nm, 488.Onm, 
472.7nm, 465.anm, and 457.9hm. fimong tFiese 4B8.0nm and 514.5nm 
lines are very strong. 
The plasma tube is conduction-cooled. All the heat is 
carried away by cooling water which is in direct contact with the 
plasma tube. 
The model 171 argon ion laser requires water for cooling 
its transistor pass bank, magnetic field solenoid, and plasma 
tube. The cooling system Cfig.(2.3)3 is designed to operate with 
water temperature as high as 35*^: and requires a flow rate of 0.22 
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litres/second (3.5 gallons per miriute) at a differential pressure 
2 2 
of 450 KN/m (46 kg/cm , 65 psc) when operating at full power. 
Tfie magfiet.ic field is gmerated by a x^i1f?iioid 
surrounding tfie plasrna tube. It tends to force the electrms away 
from the V4alls of the tube. Since Oie electrons are not lost as 
quickly to the walls, there is a shift of energy distribution of 
the free electrons towards higher values. The atomic levels can 
cnly be populated Uirough collisions v^ itli electrons having at 
least the energy of the state being excited. Therefore, the 
result of the jnagnetic field is a stronger population inversion. 
2.52 Sflli=LINB CXlfVPTltNT 
Here the ccnventional right angle configuration, vHiere 
the laser beam passes normally to the directicjn of view has been 
Lised. The sample compartment shown in fig.(2.4a) consists of the 
following con^sartments: 
(1) moLftts for different sets of interferervie filters arKi tialf 
wave plates; 
(2) laser shutter (symmetrically motnted on the support and 
controlled by the scan controller) prevents blinding the detector 
with the excitation line v and closes automatically at the chosen 
value A P and remains closed between v - Av and v + Av ; 
o o 
(3a-3b) arTS the mirrors for correct alighnment of the laser beam 
in relation to the sample campartncnt a>:is; 
(4) is a laser beam focussing lens which adjusts tfie convergence 
of the beam at tlie sample; 
- 43 
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F i g . (2 .4a) Sampling compart/nent f o r l a s e r Ranvan 
spec t rameter . 
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(5) x~, y~, and z orientation sample holder; 
(6) Bsnoist-^erthiat f/1.8 light collecting lens of 80mm focal 
length with translational adjustmsnt, it collects Raman light 
scattered from the sample; 
(7) is a lens adjustable knob; 
(8) analyzer; 
(9) scrambler, or quartEr wave plate(thB analyzer and the 
scrambler are the two accesories required for measuring 
depolariz'ation ratio); 
(10) spherical mirrors with adjustments to increase the intensity 
of lines with transparent samples; 
(11) protective housing. 
The optical ray diagram for the sample compartment is 
shown in fig.(2.4b).The collimating mirror assembly shown in 
fig. (2.5) is mounted on its support (1) with Rayleigh, type 
adjustment (2). It is placed at 45 between the monochromator 
entry slit and the collimating lens of the macro sample 
compartment (3). 
2.53 DISPERSING SVHTEM 
Jobin-Yvon Ramanor U-1000 is a typical doLible 
monochromator i;fig.(2.6)lde5igned for spectroscopic apislicatians 
that require high resolution and eMtreme stray light rejection . 
The optical layout of the monochromators are in an additive maunt 
equipped with plane holographic gratings. Each monochromator 
features an asymmetric Czemey-Tur-ner mocnting equipped with two 
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Fig.(2.4b) Opticail ray diagr-em for- the sample ccxTipartnEnt of 
f i g . ( 2 . 4 a ) . 
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© 0 e 
F i g . ( 2 . 5 ) Ctjl 1 i i ivating m i r r o r ?;y^tf?m f c r t he Raman sj^ectronietGr. 
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slits rotated an a single hcDrizontal shaft which is parallel to 
the gratings grooves. The exit slit F of the first monachromator 
is imaged on the entrance slit F_, of the second mcnochromator by 
the coupling concave mirror MC_. The optical paths are diverted by 
the mirrors M^ , M_, M-, and M.. The front surface concave mirrors 
MC^ < MC„ and MD. are used to col lima te tJie beam and refocus it for i' 2 4 
dispersion by the gratings. The holographic gratings have IBOO 
grooves per tntn in the standard version. 
Finally the exit slit F. allows, from the dispersed 
beam, only a narrow waventunber band to reach the detecting system. 
2.54 DETECTOR 
For spectral intensity measurement, the photoemissive 
cell is the best of all and linear over widely different 
intensities of illumination. 
The basic principle [fig. (2.7)] is the phenomenon of 
secondar/ electron emission from a heated metal surface. A singl 
primary electron, ejected by the photon falling on the cathode C 
from the exit slit of the manochromator [fig.(2.6)3, may give rise 
to a large number of secondary electrons. These electrons are 
eccelerabed towards a number of electrodes to which increasing 
voltages are applied. The electrais deflectjed away from tfie final 
electrodes are collected at the anode A, where they are conducted 
away and measured as photocurrent signal. The overall 
anplification may be about a million for a typical photomultiplier 
tube (PliT). 
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Thp photjDCurrenh r,icjnals arp cnnvertf?d elpctrmically 
into digital counts which show up on the coj^ter display. 
2.55 REtCRDER 
Synchronous scanning signals of the tnmochromator and 
the X-Y r«:order are accomplisHed through stepping motors and the 
scan control which generates the drive pulses for both the 
operations. By selecting the r^te and scan range the logic circuit 
supplies the proper pulse rate to each motor, thus obtaining the 
Raman spectra on recording she^t. 
2.56 ONTRCL UNIT 
The wave number scanning is controlled by the 
microprocessor based scan controller (spectra link) including the 
following: 
(1) Absolute or relative wave number display 
(2) Wave number scan speed selPctinn in cm /mm 
(3) RepeatativB cont ro l 
(4) Laser shutter ccxitrol 
2.6 FOmiER "mWNBFDRM INSTFUET'^n' 
The Fourier Transform Infrared spectra were recorded on 
BCTEli DA3 .CG spectrophotometer. This instn.«ement offers the 
following features : 
2.61 MULTIPLE SYSTEM SETLP 
Five ports for exciting radiation from the 
interferometer are provided. Two focussed radiation beams are-
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prov ided i n t l i e 5.?jnple compartnient. TlireG o t l e r p o r t s a re prov ided 
w i t h cD l l ima ted r a d i a t i t j i e r d t i n q f rom t^ R? inter fera<netf?r . TlTP-se 
l a t t e r port=i a re loca ted a i tl>e r i g h t \v\nr\ s i d e , t i r? J e f t lir>r>d 
s i d e and the back o f the ins t ruenient r c ' s p e c t i v e l y . Th i s alloi-J^ t t ie 
p o s s i b i l i t y o f \.rKiertaki<-\g sint j l tenecxi^^ly v.ip t o f i v e d i f f e r - c r i t 
exper iments . 
2.62 SflM=LE Cai=fiFm€NT 
The sample compartment is large having a width of 60 cm, 
a lieight of 28 cm, and a depth of 26 cm. The sample cpmpartmRfit 
can handle almost all the available I.R accessories with ease. 
Further mounting of long pass gas cells is easy. These cells fit 
» 
onto the sanple compartjnent and can be moijnted horizontally or 
vertically. 
2.63 DETEETDRS 
Two d e t e c t o r s can be ncjunted s imu l taneous ly on t i e 
sample compartment o f t he spect rophotometer , one on t h e r i g h t f^and 
s i d e and ot t ier on tJie l e f t Itwid s i d e as sfo/ 'r i i n f i g . ( 2 . Q ) . TlK?':e 
d e t e c t o r s o re p r t x r i so l y JoceTtrri v i a doi'^el p ins a t tac f ied to i\in 
sample compar tmai t . 
2.64 SOURCES 
Tttr{?c> water coo led •fstiurcns can be ntxnited s i i tu l tanec^usly 
i n t f ie source compartment o f t l i e i n t e r f e r o m e t e r as shoi'jn i n 
( i y , ( 2 . 7 ) . Tlie basic inst.r01:110tt c t w i f i y u r a t i o n can'-dsts u\ IM . I 
sources , a m.ld i f i f r a r e d h igh pov-sr ceramic scurt ie and a v i s i b l e 
quar t z tungsten h?,lfrgefi sour-ce. fr\ o p t i o n a l h igh pressure mercury 
- 52 -
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lafpp for far infrared is installe?d in tie third fxxjsing with ttie 
a55CiciatiE?d power supply mounted at the top of the in5tr\.tement. 
Each of the scxtrces can be manuvally or computer selected. 
2.65 flFemJRE, FILTCFB PND BEflM PGRTB 
The system includes an aperture that is computer 
selectable in eight steps from 10mm to O.Smm. Up tosi>; filters 
can be mounted in a filter v>rfiBel assembly located between the 
source and the aperture as shon in fig. (2.9). The filter wheel 
position is computer selectable. TITB complete optical 
tonfiguratian of the EOtM DA3 .02 Fourier Transform 
^aectrophotometer is shown in fig.(2.9). A rotating 45 mirror in 
the beam switching compartment directs the modulated parallel beam 
to one of the five experiment positions. The position of this 45 
mirror is computer selectable. In two of the mirror positions, 
light is directed to one of the two off-axis parabolic mirrors 
which focus radiation to one of the two sample beam positions. 
2.66 VACUUM - PURSE 
The entire interferometBr including the beam switching 
compartment, the sample compartment and the detectors housing can 
be evacuated without disturbing the optical alignment. Vacuum or 
purge is both manually or computer selectable. The 
spectrophotometer will wait until a preset level of vacuium is 
achieved. For purging, a time delay is provided to wait a preset 
time interval before the collection of data. The pressur-e of the 
interferometer bean switching box, and of the sample compartment 
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are i nd i v i dua l l y monitored t«nd displa>t?d a t tJte in5tr\.<efTiGiit f r on t 
panel. The layout of t l ie f m n t f>anr»l i s slx*«i i n f i g . ( 2 . 1 0 ) . 
Tie sample coniptw tnipiit can be ino lated frnm tl ie 
interferometer by f l a p valves. This i s especia l ly useful untler 
I I 11 
vacuLOTi operat ion. To ctwange the sample, a-MM3E SOhfLE i s simply 
selected w i t h a switct i on t i e fri:r»t panel of t l ie instrvvement. I l i i s 
causes flap valves to close isolating the sample compartment from 
the interferometer. NsKt, a vacuum valve opens automatically to 
let air into ttie sample chamber until atmospheric pressure is 
recorded. Now tlie sample comparttnent can be opened and the sample 
changed. Selecting vacuum qperatiai from the front panel causes 
the sample chamber to he pumped, tfrien a pressure of a fe^ torr is 
reacfied tfie flap valves open to allow the source radiation to 
enter the sample chamber from ttc interferometer. Uhder normal 
laboratory conditions the procedure takes only few minutes, and 
pressure of less than 1 torr are easily achieved. 
2.67 HIGH TVRDUBhFUr CPTICS 
Fig. (2.9) shows the optical system including tlie 
interferometer and source col limation systems. The source 
collection mirrors is a f/1 ellipsoid which brings the radiation 
through the apertuune to the interferometer col lima ting mirror. Art 
off-axis f/4 paraboloid which has a 10 cm diameter and a focal 
length of 311) cm collimates the source radiation and directs it to 
the beamsplitter. The beamsplitter is mounted on 
prealigned kinetic mounts which permit interchange of all 
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besmsplitters without optical realignment. Since the beamsplitter 
is ptDsiticned at 30° to the optical axis, polarization effects are 
minimized. The collimated radiation is then directed via the 45 
rotating mirror to one of the two sample beam positions within the 
sample compartment. After passing through the sample compartment, 
the radiation is collected by a 90 f/1 ellipsoid and focussed 
onto the detEctor as shown in fig.(2.9L. In this manner a high 
throughput optical system having f/4 optics is achieved. 
2.68 RESCLUriGN 
The spBctrophotometer system can achieve high resolving 
power. The dynamic alignment system allows the inoving mirror to be 
driven up to a maximum of 1.25 meters achieving a 2.5 meter 
totally evacuated c^tical path difference. 
2.69 EMISSION PORT 
fti access port for measuring emission spectra of 
experimental sources is conveniently positioned on the right hand 
side of the instruement as shown in fig. (2.8). This port is 
accessed by manually rotating doimward the flat folding mirror in 
the interferometer collimating mirror. This port has a 2.5 cm 
diameter and is located 110 cm from the floor. A window can be 
conveniently bolted onto the emission port housing to maintain the 
vacuum integrity of the spectrophotometer system. 
2.7 MAT>€MATICflL BASIS OF FOURIER 7RPWBFORWTI0N 
The following is a brief description of the mathematical 
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tsasis of Ftxirier Transform spectroscopy. 
The radiation incident on the Michelson interferometer 
may have any intensity I . This intensity can be described in 
terms of the electric field component of the radiation as follows: 
I = < E(r,t)*. E(r,t) > (1) 
o 
r T/2 
where < > represents the time average 1/T J_j/2 ^ ^' ^ ™^ ^ ^ msirV;. 
* is the complex conjugate of the electric field. The electric 
field component may be expressed in terms of the frequencies 
present as: 
E(r,t) = I B{u) e ' di^  (2) 
1/2 
where B(v) i s the amplittide of frequency component v and a=u/c 
is the direction of propagation. 
When the returned beams in the interferometer arie 
superimposed at the beamsplitter, an output beam of radiation is 
produced consistirjg of tJie sum of two electric field compcnents: 
E^^^(r,t) = E(r,t)/2 + E(r,t + T)/2 (3) 
where T is the difference in time propogation for the two 
separated beams. 
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Wlien the superpoBitinm of the netumed beams is ver/ 
precise, electric fields of the two beanns can mutually interact 
1 
and the output i n tens i t y I . i s given by: 
I . = < CE( r , t ) /2 + E ( r , t + T ) / 2 ] * . t E ( r , t ) / 2 + E ( r , t + T ) / 2 1 > 
out 
(4) 
By carry ing out the operat icn i n ( 4 ) , we have: 
I ^ ^ = 1 / T J _ ^ ^ 2 E ( r , t ) / 2 ! E ( r , t ) / 2 + E ( r , t + T ) / 2 * E ( r , t + T )/2 
+ . E ( r , t ) / 2 * . E ( r , t + T ) / 2 + E ( r , t + T ) / 2 * . E ( r , t ) / 2 : d t 
(5) 
The first two terms in eq.(5) aresimilar to eq.(l) and become 
equal, at the limit when T >> T . Therefore 
W = V ^ •" V "• ^ ^X-T/2 '^ <'''t>/^  • E(r,t)/2 
+ E(r,t + T)/2*. E(r,t)/2]dt 
e>?p21rTi(i'(t + T ) + r.o)> 
+ eKp2rri(i ' t + r . o ) ,eMp(-2ii i u ( t + T ) + r . o ) ] d y d t {6) 
Ivtating that the product o f two expcnentials corresponds t o the 
exponential of the sum of cornpcDnents, we have: 
^out ^ V ^ "^  ^' '^J-T/2 J^^ '^^ ' ' ^ (e>;p2nivT + exp-2nivT) di> d t 
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« . — _ . . _ ^. (75 I ^ I /2 + r B(i>)/2 cos2»TyT ct> 
out = o J -oc 
Here B(u) is the poier spectral density of the incident radiation 
end corresponds to the desired measurement. To obtain the pcx-er 
spectral density it is necessary to per-form an inverse cosine 
Fourier transform on the output intensity minus half the input 
intensity. 
If C(T) = I .-I /2, then 
exit D 
OC 
2 r C(T) cos(2iTV i) dr = B(v) (8) 
J -oc 
The objective, therefore, is to obtain the intensity of 
radiation at the output of the interferometer as a functicxt of the 
difference in propogation time of the radiation through the two 
arnr5 of tl^ie inberfcrometEr. To obtain an exact representation of 
the spectrum, this intensity function, called the interferogram, 
must be determined for all positive time delays. 
In spectrxjscopy it is more convenient to express power 
spectral density in terms of inverse wavelength (cr, units cm ). 
The spectrum in these units can be expressed directly by using the 
interferogram expressed in optical path retardation, x, which 
corresponds to twice the displacement of the moving mirror. 
Thus since: a = v/c and x = CT 
where c is the velocity of light, we have: 
B(CT) = 2 / " C(x) cc3S(2nox) dx (9) 
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2.8 COVK^RTINB IMTEFFERDMETER OUTPUT TD A SPECTRUM 
To convert an interferogram to a spectrum, a Fcurier 
transformation is requir«l. When this mathematical function has 
been applied to an infrared generated interferogram, an infrared 
spectrum results. 
Essentially, all interferometers are single beam 
instruements. That is they measure background and sample 
sequentially, not simultaneously. The first step in obtaining a 
sample spectrum from an interferometer requires an interferogram 
of the background (ie. scan without the sample). Next its 
transform is taken. A sample is then inserted and another 
interferogram generated. The sample interferogram is transformed. 
Now the two single beam transmission spectra are ratioed to 
prodLice the desired result. 
In fig.(2.11) it is shoMn how the interferogram is 
formed by the interferometer scanning operation. It is easy to see 
that the direction of scanning should have no effect on the 
evolution of the interferogram and we expect the interferogram to 
evolve \:\ys same way forwards or backwards starting at the zero 
path difference position. Hence the interferogram is expected to 
be symmetrical as shown in fig.(2.12). Indeed the theory of 
Fourier transform spectroscopy also expects symmetric 
interferogram. 
In practice WR find thwh tlie interferogram generatf?d is 
not symmetrical, and an interferogram as shown in fig. (2.13) is 
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typically observed. The asymmetry arises frcjm the fact that not 
all wavelengths of the source under study have their zero phase 
position at the same mirror position. This is tnderstoad from the 
way the beamsplitter element is constnjcted. The light divided at 
the beamsplitter face travels through air or vacuum in one arm of 
the interferometer and in thie other arm it travels through the 
beamsplitter material and then air or vacuum on the beamsplitter 
material. Light of different wavelength travels at different 
velocities causing some wavelength to be retarded more ttiai otJiers 
and hence a spreading out of the zero path difference position. In 
fact the dispersion in propogaticn of light in the beamsplitter is 
so strong that it is necessary to introduce a compensating slab of 
material in the other arm to cancel the dispersicn as shown in 
fig.(2.14). 
The equation for the optical piath difference 
T= (b. - a, 
= (b^ - a^) + n(t^ - t^)p 
where n is <±ie refractive index of refraction of the beamsplitter 
material and p is the factor accounting for the angular passage of 
the light through the beamsplitter material. 
When the two slabs are of identical thickness a 
symmetric interferogram is expected. 
2 . 9 PERKIN E1>ER IR - 681 SPECTraPHDTDhETER 
Th is model works on t he p r i n c i p l e o f o p t i c a l n u l l methiod 
1^ - "1> -^  "<S, - ^a^^ 
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ASSYMMETRIC INTERFEROGRAM 
F i g . (2 .14) Assymetr ic InterferxDgrani. 
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in tJTB regitxi 60O-4000 on . The optical system is shown in 
fig.(2.15). This automatically reconJs the percent tmsmittance of 
the sample at different v«avenumberB. An IR radiation emitted from 
the source is divided into two beams, tine sample beam and the 
reference beam. The sample beam passes through the sample, then 
through a trimmer. In the reference beam there is a wedge - type 
optical attenuator. Both beams pass through an identical path and 
are dispersed by diffraction grating 6. Then both the beams are 
alternately focussed on a receiving surface of the detector. If 
certain sample has a characteristic absorption in a particular 
range of wave number, the intensity of the sample beam will be 
attenuated by its absorption and it causes an optical unbalance of 
energy between the two beams, which produces an alternating 
current signal corresponding to the rotational frequency of the 
sector mirror. This signal is amplified, then synchronously 
rectified by a reference signal produced synchronously with the 
rotation of the sector mirror. The servo motor runs until an 
optical unbalance of energy between the two beams disappears^ then 
stops at a position wher^ the alternate current signal from the 
detector becomes zero. 
Light souixie used here is a globar (Silicon Carbide). 
Lighting temperature is about 1300K and power consumption is 65W. 
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Chapter - III 
Spectral Investigation 
of V - Bi O3 glass 
CHAPTER - I I I 
SPECTRAL INVESTIGATION OF V-B2O3 
3.1 ABSirVO": 
In this chapter the Laser Raman and Fourier transform 
infrared (F.T.I.R) spectra of v-B_OLtaken at room temperature, 
have been presented. The presence of sharp peaks is the 
characteristic feature of the vibrational spectra of V ^ J O L . In 
particular when obeen/ed by Raman scattering the peak at 909 cm 
is extremely narrow (F.W.H.M ^ 16 cm ) and highly polarized. The 
spectra are analyzed by using a nearest neighbour (f<N) central 
force network dynamics model. The descrepancy between the observed 
and calculated values for B09 cm is explained by considering the 
structural model in which the dihedral groups are not randomly 
II II 
distributed and the boroxol ring provides such structure. The 
central force constant a = 597.6 ^ 4/m and a EH3-B angle 6 of about 
121 is deduced from the Mv| central force model. Assignment of 
some new bands obtained in the F.T.I.R spectra of thin film of 
BJCL, has been given and the results are compared with those of 
others. 
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3.2 IMTTODUCTION 
The structure of v-BJD^ has long bean a subject of 
considerable interest. Following the suggestion of Goubeau and 
Keller , boroxol rings [the PJ3^ units depicted in fig.(3.1)]were 
thought to he the major constituents of the structure. This 
postulate was supported by the results fmm a number of studies, 
especially that of Bray and coworkers , who showed that the B- and 
O- MiR spectra consistent with the boroxol rings being present, 
and that, in any event, there were two different oxygen sites and 
boron occupy a site of axial syrrenetry- In addition, Kristiansen 
3 4 
and Kroghr-Moe and brill interpreted the vibrational spectrum of 
amorphous (gl) ELQy* ^"^ Walrafen et el. that of the melt, in 
terms of the boro>{ol r i r tg as the ntajor s t ruc tu ra l canponent. 
Important support for this postulate was provided by Mozzi and 
Warren', who showed that the X-ray radial distribution function 
(FaDF) was well fitted by a boroxol based model. Finally the 
orientation dependence of the Raman spectra of BJl_(gl) films has 
been found to support this postulate . 
8 
According to Krogh-Moe model , the structure of boron 
oxide glass consists of a random network of planar BO^ triangles, 
but with a certain fraction of six membered (boroxol) rings. In 
the literature, one finds a consensus about the first part of the 
9 
model ( the random network of planar BCL^  triangles ) , but there 
i s no consensus about the proport ion of boroxol r i ngs . •iTagh-Moe 
has proposed t f ia t the glass ne<*cjrk consists exc lus ive ly of 
- 11 -
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Fig.(3.1): RepresentatitDn of boroxol (BuCL ring structure), 
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txiroxol rings ; Mozzi and Warren claim that the maucar part of 
the glass is built up by bcxrtxol rings. Quha and Malrafen 
postulate that the strxjcture of v-B O, is comprised of an equal 
proportion of boroxol rings and BO triangles, whereas the 
12 13 
conclusion of some molecular dynamics studies * , X-ray and 
neutron diffraction data was that a glass structure consisted of a 
random network of BGL triangles but without boroxol rings. 
Oh the other hand, crystalline BJCL consists of 
•I 11 j^^ 
cfsndensed BO, _ chains (connected BOL triangles) , and 
Elliott "• concluded that a continuous random network (CRN) of 
planar BOL ixiits, the vitreous analog, best fits the RDF. No 
evidence for boroxol rings was deduced in that study. They showed 
that a system of classical particles (B and 0 atoms in the ratio 
of 2 to 3) interacting tnder spiherically symmetric interatomic 
11 II 
forces, a B_0_ glass formed theoretically by very rapidly 
cooling the system from a random fluid, does not contain boroxol 
rings. 
Such support for the (ZRN approach, and especially its 
utility in the interpretation of vibrational spectra of other 
covalently bound oxide glasses ' led (Saleener et al. to 
employ it to interpret the spectrtim of B CL(gl) and attempt to 
resolve some of the conflicting structural interpretations. The 
results showed that if random dihedral angles between connected 
Bd, units (which share an oxygen) ar^ assumed, the dominant 
(aOB cm ) band is not accoLrtted for by the CRN. Ultimately, the 
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conrlur^im w^ .^ rpnrlipd frani tl>p narrowriPBs of calciilatpd arjgHlar 
distributions and compariscjn with the spectrvm of K^B^D. that 
boroMol ring r. true Hire i=; prP'-,CTit. l\n CPN aspect of UIP 
treatment, it was emphasized, is approximate and does not include 
a number nf pntRntially impt>rtant -force field elements. 
Molecular dynatnics (MD) calculations, in which classical 
Newtonian equation of motion 3.re numerically solved for a small 
collection of interacting atoms or molecules in a cube have been 
used to predict the structure and some physical properties of 
19—22 23 24 
random systems, such as real liquids and glasses "' . The h© 
calculation on BJD^ glass re«-^ als a structure in v^ich boron atoms 
are trigonally coordinated to oxygen atoms. The triangles are 
connected at comers and form a random three dimensional network 
25 
resembling the structure proposed by Zaccharaisen . Fig.(3.2) is 
a stereographic image of atoms in the cube at 293K. It shows that 
the triangles are linked to form infinite interconnected sheets 
and twisted ribbons. 
The vibrational spectra of isotopically substituted 
forms of B a^(gl) can also provide useful information. In the 
boroxol model theBjDL -rings, which are formed through extra 
annular B-CHB bends to other rings, can execute localized 
vibrations. These are modes in which momentum is conserved without 
motion of atoms outside the unit. Isotopic splitting or shifting 
patterns for such modes &re directly calculable on the basis of 
the dynamics of the urtit as a pseudo-molecule. In the CRN model 
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iar BJ]_(gl), as iar all glasses in which all atoms are bo-rxl in a 
netwcDrk stch that the cxily inderttifiable unit smaller than the 
whole network is that comprised of an atom and its nearest 
neighbours, the result of isotopic substitution are different in 
several ways. Tf« more inportant is that the frequencies of the 
collective mode should shift, upon partial or complete 
substitution for a given type of atom, as would be expected for an 
atom with a mass that is the same as the number - arranged mass of 
the isotopes present. Moreover, the associated bandwidth should 
not change. 
The fact that the 809 cm band shifts on oxygen-moss 
change buit not on boron mass change, shows that the mode involves 
essentially only oxygen moticn'" . TJ-e fact that it is replaced by 
four bands, or»e at 809 cm , in the intensity ratio 1:3:3:1 
instead of by one band in Ti u^ u_ is strmg evidence that the 
mode is highly localized one. Oh the other hand, the behaviour of 
ttie i260 cm band is not cleract.eristic of a localized mode. If 
it were such a mode, it would ^plit into discrete bands or broaden 
to Gtwelttp^  Vn«?vt?ral sJuftetJ tut rrvpr lapjxjd IjarKis. 
3.3 RflMflN FCSULT 
Ttie Rajiwrt spectra of v-B^_, glass at room temperature is 
sto,«n in fig. (3.3). Argon ion laser line 514.5r»m »*H5 Lised to 
excite in ttre range iOO-1600 cm . Through many trials, it has 
been observed tliat the lower laser power could excite only few 
- 11 -
lines including the main dominant Raman line at 809 cm and the? 
sharpness and position of this line has been confirmed. The band 
is assigned to the symmetric stretching mtxie (so called breathing 
motion) of Boron-Oxygen hB;;agc3nal ring structure. Its full width 
at half maKimLTO (FWH1) has been found to be 16 cm .The band at 
809 cm is highly intense, v^ hich indicates the dominating nature 
of EuCL matrix. By keeping the intensity of 809 cm band at 100, 
the inten&ity of other Raman bands relative to G09 cm band has 
been calculated. Table-I shows the relative intensities of 
different bands for the spectra of fig.(3.3 ?< 3.9a-b). 
The other important Raman band near SB7 cm shows 
distinct features such as the evidence of significant shape 
changes and relative intensity enfwncement at elevated 
27 temperatures . The band is assigned tci a moticn of BO^ triangles 
wfiich is a deformation mode. The low frequency bands below 300 rm 
have been explained as dtie to BD^ triangular and boro>'.ol ring 
network, whE?rf?as Uie 80^ ? cm pfvtk is an internal nnxlo. llo LTand 
at 147 cm is associated with librational motion of borojcDl 
rings. Tin? otlr>r twnds are a'sr^ iym^ J to general moti(n, sut:h an tlie 
weak band at 720 cm corresponds to B-O-B bendirtg, 505 cm'~^  to 
rocking motim of B-O-B linkages within the network'^. The band 
near 1245 cm corresponds to B-O bond stretching vibration of the 
borxxi sublattice against the o;r/gen sublattice"*^ *^ . The band near 
1534 cm is due to BOH bending . The bands at 1305 and 1453 cm 
may be interpretetJ in analogy with thie situation reported in 
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TABLE-I Re la t ive i n t e n s i t i e s of Raman and F.T-Infrared bands of 
v-B„Q_ g l a s s . 
fWWN BttMB (100-1600 CM"^) F.T.I .R BflMB (450-*XiO CM ) 
WW^-ND. INTHvEITY WWwC-ND. INTEhGITY 
147 
262 
410 
460 
505 
587 
685 
720 
755 
809 
1044 
1125 
1195 
1245 
1305 
1375 
1453 
1534 
1580 
10 
07 
12 
07 
14 
25 
19 
04 
05 
100 
11 
25 
10 
05 
17 
23 
28 
17 
14 
454 
722 
884 
1198 
1255 
1379 
3254 
58 
478 
496 
507 
520 
541 
532 
577 
597 
648 
31 
2b 
46 
50 
40 
40 
43 
41 
26 
11 
45 
69 
79 
83 
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r cr.iJTicl tvf^ly. I'dvm^^lly Rl^ di* for (•.»:»'tr!H t.K-<M*rri in HIP r.vKU'" nf 
J.14O-1205 cm and t h u s the l>nnds in t h i s rpgian nv?.y be dL»e t o EH^ 
defotTnation (sjirfacie e f f e c t s ) . 
3 .4 SECGM> OPSJER FEAHJRES 
I t i s l i k e l y tfiat t he small f e a t u r e a t l^BO cm i s a 
harmonic of Wie main l i n e seen a t 909 cm . I t s frequency i s 
n e a r l y twice hhst of t h e m.^in l i n e s e m a t 809 cm , s imi la r t o 
the factor tha t liave been tlpmnnstratefJ f o r secatd ord'^r l ines 
Tn - 1 
i r iseveral o t h e r g l a s s e s " ' . TiTe vjeak l i n e a t 1195 cm seems too 
s t r ong to tje a Jiarmonic of HK? f i r s t o r d e r l i n e a t ^&7 cm . 
Second ordpr f-.jiif^tra due t o tlie firr-t (nfdpr fr-atures >Tetirm IT'^I 
and 1 5 ^ cm are expected in t l ie r snge of 2400 t o 310'I> cm 
Sample luminescence in t h e l a t t e r reqicfi made i t imposs ib le for us 
t o s e e the vjeak l i n e s t h a t a r e e;;pected. 
3 .5 hCPREBT - ^EIGHBC]UR CENTTWL FORCE COvfriNUDUB TONDOM hETVCFK 
flNftLYSIS 
Galeener e t a l . have s h o n t h a t t h e n e a r e s t neighbour 
(MN|) c e n t r a l fo rce network mLjdt'l der ived by Sen and Ttiorp^' for 
tfie te t ra t ipdra] g l a s s can b^ applJ.CTJ VJitfi fr<irprisinfj accuratry t n 
tl¥2 i n t r r p r o t a l i o * of vit'i a t \n i \n l s{n:!ctra of suf:h glas-tr-r^ a s 
v-SiO^, v-G^?0^ and V-BG*^^. Tfrv pr? m d Galeener" fiave e;?terid{?d tfie 
|\N c e n t r a l ttu r r^  cal':nlatrtwvii 't? <:iT/nr seve ra l ncwi t'?»tr a(r-iir-i? 
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idealized networkB, including ones apprtDpriate to trigonal 
pyramidal glasses SLch as v^ '^^ O^  and v-As^Q^. As a special case 
they derived the folloiing expressians for the four bend edges of 
an idealized A^X- planar triangles: 
w/^ = (a/m ) (14COS0) (1) 
Ui?- = (a/m ) (l-CDS^) (2) 
«^^ = iji^ + (3o(/2m^ ) (3) 
w^^ = lA^ + (3a/2n^) (4) 
Here w. are angular frequencies (rad/sec), a is the nearest 
neighbour (A-X) central force constant, and m and m are the 
masses of the X and A atoms. The angle © is the A-X-A angle 
assumed the same and the X-A-X angle has been taken to be 120 . 
Thus this model can be used to calculate the high frequency 
vibrational response of the BO^ triangle model. 
E«qn.(l-4) can be solved for a and cxysB in terms of the 
experimentally determined values a>_ = («>_(0) and w. = <*>.(©). ThLis 
a = 1/2 (w-5'^ + "4^>% (l+3m /2m )""'• (5) 
cose = (w_'^ - co.^ ) (w,^ + a>.^)~^ (l+3m /2n-) (6) 
O ^ O 'r X W 
To evaluate these for v-B-Q,, we use m = 15.998 (for 
^ o X 
oxygen) and m^ = 10.811 (for boron) and following Baleener , we 
use the longitudinal optical (LD) values of ax^  and w as 1305 and 
- 82 -
1534 cm r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
All the above eqLxations rorwin t r u e i f we r e p l a c p lo by 
thBB wave number v a l u e s W (cm ) of t h e frequtency, m by tlie atc3mic 
weight M of t h e atom and a by a / 0 . 0 5 7 3 , where a = a (dyne/cm) 
= 10"^a (N/m). 
R e s u l t s obta ined from hJearest Meighbcxir Cetitral Force 
Cdntinuous Random Network afialyt^is a r e l i s t e d below 
TAHE-II 
wMcm ) w„(cm ) co^(c«n ) w^(cm ) a(N/m) ©(detj) 
977.23 552.13 1305 153v4 597.58 121.% 
Here w_ and co. are L-O values, a and 6 follows from equn. (5) and 
(6), u>. and w_ are calculated using equns.(l) and (2). It is 
remarkable that 6 is deduced to be 121 (approximately the valute 
it would have in a boroxol ring). 
A portion of the infinite network leading to equatiais 
(1-4) is illustrated schematically in fig.(3.4). Each F\ atom is at 
the center of an equilateral triangle formed by three X atoms; 
each X atom bridges two A atonic; with the same intertriarnjular 
angle 6. Equatinis (1-4) are c:orr«::t in the approv.inatiai of M^ 
central forces for any distrifxiticn of diliedral angles (A dihedral 
.TTiqle •^j|TPfif ir^ tfr? orientatifm of an AX_ triangle relative to <-»> 
- 83 
Fig. (3.4)8 Schematic diagram of tie local order of an A )^ glass 
based on AX^ planar. 
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A-X-A plane bridging thie triangle to a neighbouring A atom). 
Equations (1—4) axs plotted as the solid lines in 
fig. (3.5). The dashied lines are a sctematic reprcjsentation of ttie 
density of vibrational states with relative weights given in 
parenthesis. 
The study of the Fig. (3.3) reveals that neither w^ nor 
(ji- corresponds to a F'''f''''in*^ -^ feature. This is to be contrasted 
with the fact t>iat in the tetraliedral glasses and in the trigonal 
glasses, <*>. always corresponds well to the frequency of the 
dominant Raman peak, w_. We cciwrlude therefore that the nearest 
neighbour central force model for an icjealized (jontinuous Rondcim 
Network ((ZRN) of Ed, triangles is inadequate. 
The quantitative discrepancy between w. and Wp can 
probably be reduced by inclusion of non-central forces; however, 
this improvement seems unlikely to lead to a sufficient number of 
• new frequencies to account for the several Raman lines seen below 
w_ = 809 cm . Thus we are led to relax a second restriction of 
the AX triangle model for v^B 0_. Wfe c:osider structural models in 
which the, dihedral angles are not randomly distributed, andthe 
boroxol ring provides such a structure. 
The boroxol ring also provides a convenient explanation 
few- the remark.able narrowness of the dominant Raman line at BP/? 
cm . This line les full width at fvalf maximum (FT+M) Aw of about 
16 cm . If we assume that eq.(l) is approximately correct for 
treating Wp, we find that the 16 cm FVHi implies a 1.6° spread 
Qa 
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in O. If tN? ditiedral angles are rartdornly distributed ttiere seems 
to be no rea«Tcn for this extremely narrow spread in 6. Oh the 
other l^tand planar boroxol ring frisurcs a special distribution of 
dihedral angles and a tight distribution of 0 (at a value near 
120°). 
3.6 hETVCRK CF TH^E FOLD RIM3B CF PLANPR BQj TRIflMSLJES 
The network of boroxol rings is shown in fig. (3.6a). The 
skeleton network of fig. (3.6a) is shown in the fig. (3.6b). The 
eigen values E' of the connectivity matrix are as follows: 
Using the amplitude of the energy eigen functions A., a. 
and b. in the appropriate networks shown in the skeleton network 
of fig.(3.7a) and fig.(3.7b), the Schrodinger equation for single 
nearest neighbour intrrartion"; IPCKI tri tlm algebric r-nlntinn! 
EA^ = A^ + ^ 2 + '^ (7) 
A similar relation for eigen valttes E' of the three fold network 
of fig.(3.7b) at the site a is 
E'a = a_ + a^ + b, (8) 
1 ^ o 1 
or,,(E'+ Daj^ = A^ + bj^  (9) 
where, a^ + ^  + a3 = A^ 
bj^  + t>2 + b^ = Aj^  (10) 
and so on. Similarly we have. 
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Fig.(3.6): (a) Schematic idealized B„OL nebgork of regular three 
fold - ring - like EuO, units, 
(b) Skeleton network cf the r^ tructure of fig. (a) 
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Fig. (3.7): Ctimpari=;an of the two skeleton networks of 
(a) B 0_ netvork of planar triangles. 
(b) BJD network of rpgular three fold ring like BJD 
units. 
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El iminat ing b. f ron eqn.(9) ^SK\ < 1 1 ) , VJF> havp 
E ' (E ' + 2)a = (E' + ^^%'*' ^i ' ^ ^^ ' 
S im i la r l y 
E'(E' + 2)a^ = (E' + 1)A + A^ (12b) 
E'(E' + 2)a^ = (E' + 1)A^ + A3 (!»:) 
When equations (12) are added f»nd combined with equation (10), 
it follows that 
E'(E'' + 2) = 3(E' + 1) + E (13) 
or, E' = 1/2 ± (E + 13/4)^''" (14) 
From the bounds on E, it follows that E' are btxrtded by 
-2 < E' < 0 
i < E' < 3 (15) 
Thus, ther^ are two ranges of eiqen values for the connectivity 
matrix of tfie skeleton lattice of fly.(3.6b). The limiting values 
E''=2, O, 1?< 3 apply to any network of rings (plar>ar or 
puckered) whose connectivity matrix cornesponds to the topology of 
fig.(3.6b). The vibrational eignn frequencies are found by 
rAJbstitutiixj E' intf^  pqurxtitjn (1 4), with E' = E, wlose qi.uidratic 
nature doubles thie numbE?r of bands to eight values which Brv^ 
dejxjted t»y 
+ — + — + — + — 
- 2 , - 2 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 3 , and 3 , 
2 - + + 
The only (m/a )a> valu«=>s correspjonding to 3 , -3 and 3 are 
solutions of equation (1-^) and they should retain in eq.(13). 
To evaluate the band frequencies for the special case of 0=120 
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in the network of fig.(3.6a), we define 
y = (m/a)a> (^^^  
A = (3m/4M) + i (17) 
and B = (3m/4M)'^ + i/4 (18) 
It follows from Gqn.(i-4) that 
y^(3") = 1/2 (19) 
y^(l ) = A - CP + (m/W)! (20) 
y2(o") = A - B^^^ (21) 
7 — 1/2 
yn-2 ) = A - tB - (m/2M)3 (22) 
y^(-3*) = 1/2 + (3m/2M) (23) 
y^ (-2'^ ) = A + [B - (m/3^)^^^ (24) 
y^(O^) = A + B^^^ (25) 
y^d"^) = A + [B + (m/4M)]^^^ (26) 
y^(3^) = 3/2 + (3m/2M) (27) 
TtiBse equations for band frequencies when plotted are as 
shown in the fig. (3.8). The frequencies have been calculated using 
eqn. (19-27). The results are listed in table-Ill and comparison 
with the SKperlnientally fjb5i?rvntl l^ -ynan bands l«ve been sJiown. 
3.7 FOURIER TRPtveFORM IhFRPRED tiHtUIHPL RESULT 
Fourier transform Infrared spectra of thin film of 
v-fiLjOL recorded on PO^EM DA3 .02 spectrophotometer, at room 
temperature is shown in fig.(3.9a-b). Table-I summarizes the peak 
position and relative intaisities of the transmittance bands. 
The results obtained from early infrared and Raman 
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(m/o( )oi 
-0 .0 
CC3S0 
1-
- 0 . 2 
-0 .4 
- 0 . 5 
90 
IOC' 
IJO 
120 
e 
1 
F i g . ( 3 . 8 ) : Allowed frequejncy bands fo r cent ra l force v ib ra t ions of 
thiE? fjetwork of DJD rirtgs of f i g . (3 -6) . 
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TflBLE-I I I Cnmpariscxi betveen Raman and F .T - In f ra red data f a r 
RflMfiN (CM ^) IM=RfiRED (CM ^) 
THEDRET. REF.5 PRESENT REF.43 FEF.38 REF.44 PRESENT 
470 
120 
260 
400 
460 
490 
147 
262 
410 
460 
505 
464 
500 
463 
503 
465 
575 
62B 
782 
10GB 
1110 
1204 
1275 
1309 
565 
650 
725 
804 
1040 
1200 
1250 
1320 
1470 
1560 
1615 
3540-
3555 
567 
685 
720 
755 
809 
1044 
1125 
1195 
1245 
1305 
1375 
1453 
1534 
1500 
454 
478 
496 
507 
520 
541 
532 
577 
5f77 
717 
808 
947 
1035 
1094 
i2t>b 
1400 
654 
715 
1258 
1407 
650 
720 
1265 
1400 
649 
T2Z 
884 
1198 
1255 
1379 
3254 
T 1 1 « j « « ' \ 1 T 
•1 1 r r 
925 
J L. J L 
800 
J I I I — 1 — I — I — « — i — 
675 550 
WAVE NUMBER CM' ' 
100 
80 
60 -H 
? 
z 
en 
40 g 
o 
z 
20 
. . I I 0 
425 
F i g . ( 3 . 9 ) : F o u r i e r t rans fo r in in f ra r f sd spec t ra o f t h i n f i l m of 
v-B^O-, taken a t rxxxn t.f?oipprat»..'re i n t he t-egion 
(a) '^ZS^'??? cm~^ 
100 T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 I I I I r 
80 
o 
CO 
en 
Z 
< 
60 -
40 
20 -
0 
800 
' ' ' 
I I I 1 
1800 2800 
WAVE NUMBER 
J — 1 1- I I J 
3800 CM'' 
Fig. (3.9) s Fcxirier transform infrared spectra of thin film of 
v-B^O, taken at room temperature in the region 
(b) f?X>-400«r» cm 
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vibrational studies an v-B^O^ in the region 600-1500 cm has been 
discussed by Simon" in conjunction with the I.R transmission 
spectra of crystalline hexagonal ^J^ and of BCOH)"". The 
"% 37 
reflectance" and transmission spectra of vHB Q^ glass consist 
of an intense band at ^  1260 cm with a high frequency shotilder 
at ^  1420 cm and a weaker band at 720 cm . The transmission 
results have been ccnfirmed later by Borreli et al." using blown 
thin film of glassy BJ'^ -,- 1-R spectra at elevated temperature upto 
1000 C of v-B OL^ have been studied by Markin and Sobolev" . 
A weak band at 454 cm in the F.T.I.R spectra of v-B CL 
is assigned to a bending mode of a boroxol rings. For alkali and 
silver borate glasses this band is observed at liigher 
40 —1 
wavenmrfDer . The band at 507 cm corresponds to the nDcking 
23 
motion of BOB linkages within the network and the band at 552 
cm to the stretching vibrations of B-0 bonds. The 649 cm band 
corresponds to the bond bending vibrations of the B-O-B groujDS. 
36 Jellyman and Procter fiave sliown that the 690 to 714 
cm band is triangularly coordinated. Our band appears at 722 
cm and seems to beltxig to the B-O-B linkage in which both boron 
atoms are triangularly coordinated. This band is a distingLdshing 
feature of borate glasses. The band at 1255 cm" corresponds to 
B-O bond stretching vibration of the boron sublattice against the 
8 10 
oxygen sublattice * . The glasses are moisture absorbent end thus 
bands at 1379 and 3254 cm are attributed to the bending end 
stretching vibration of the banded OH groups. Assi^iments of the 
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TfflLE-IV Assignments o f t he t r a s m i t t a n c e bands o f ^ - © 2 ° ^ g l a s s . 
FOJRIER 7R«\BFIT31 I M T W O ) BfllM)S (45O-4000 CM ^) 
WW^ - NUMBER (CM~^) ABSIGhftNTS 
454 Bending node o f t h e txaroxol r i n g s 
478 E l i d i n g mode o f f r e e BO u n i t s 
496 
507 Rocking of BOB linkages within the 
network 
520 , Triangular BQ, motion 
541 Isolated dihorate groups 
552 Stretching vibrations of BO bonds 
577 « 
597 Deformation of BQ_ triangular motion 
649 Etand bending vibration of BOB groups 
722 B-O-B linkage in which both borcn 
atoms are triangularly coordinated 
B84 EKl bond stretching in tetraborate 
units 
1198 BH2 deformation (surface effects) 
1255 Stretching vibration on boron sub-
lattice against oKygen sublattice 
1379 tending and stretching of OH grtxipis 
3254 Bending and stretching of GH groups 
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tredTsmittance bai->d5 of v - P ^ ^ glnsn; i s g.ivsn in table—IV. 
3 . 8 OlvnJUBICM 
CXir vibratiarrgtl s tud i f^ a> v-P4^^ si ipport We? kiiwl of 
model s e t f o r t h by t'tarzi wnj ^ISUVPTI", involving a nu;:h'i'T' of 
boroxol rings and EO_ triangles; ':\-isy e.rB inconsistant with tho 
lf> imp l i ca t ion of E l l i o t ' s " X-ray a n a l y s i s Uiat l)Dro;;ol r inqt; do f>ot 
e ; ; i s t In v-P_CL,, 
TI>E» tipppr li-JO l.-C) nyyi^n f( {•n'.iriit ii^?; KT»VP IHTTI it';<x| in a 
n o a r e s t neighbtxir f:ontt a l fui ( r- .Tinyly^.is Lo df?dun:? a ctTili al forcp 
c o n s t a n t c* = 597.6 N/m end a P-O-B ang le 6 ^ 121°. The f a c t t h a t 
t h i s a n a l y s i s doos n o t dr^ffirip an ai cui a t o vaJiio for tlie? ffT?q\«5nry 
n( llx' doiiinanl n.vitan l i n e ((•"'? ( ni ) 'AW|(.|t"J'"; in.Ml<'Hm,« ii", 
a s s o c i a t e d wi th t h e assijmpticn of random d ihedra l a n g l e s . Use of 
t h e c e n t r a l fo rce model t o i n v e s t i g a t e t h e e>:tre«ne narro^iness of 
t h e 9C»9 cm l i n e s u g g e s t s a spread of 9 of only ^ l . fc°. The 
regtu-rement of non-random d i h e d r a l ang le d i s t r i b u t i o n and very 
narrow spread in Q strB met q u i t e n a t u r a l l y by tfie boroxol r i n g 
s t r u c t u r e . 
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Chapter - IV 
Sped I at I nvestigation 
of Silver Borate Glasses 
CHAPTER-IV 
SPECTRAL INVESTIGATION OF SILVER BORATE GLASSES 
4.1 ABSTRACT 
Raman spectra of binary silver borate glasses in the 
system y,AgjD.(l-x)B„CL_ for varicus values of x (0.10 < y, < 0.40) 
have been presented in this chapter. The analysis of the spectmm 
indicates that these glasses are built up of triangular and 
tetrahedral distorted units BCL and BO.. These units are connected 
by bridging oxygen atom. The coordination change of the bomn from 
three (typical of the pure boron oxide) to four is due to tlie 
addition of metallic oxide, which acts as a network modifier*. The 
formaticn rate of the tetrahedral BO. groups follows the x/(l-x) 
laM, X being the concentration of Ag_0; upto x=0.25 concentration, 
a corresponding increase of the network coherence degree' that 
defines the network connectivity is observed. For the higher 
content of Ag^O, x > 0.25 concentration, an additional mechanism of 
formation of nonHaridging oxygen starts. This mechanism decreases 
the network coherence. 
Infrared spectroscopy investigation of binary silver 
borate glasses in the system xAg O.(l->t)B„0L, for various values of 
- 102 -
X (0 <x < 0.77) have been perfonned in order to understand the 
glass modifying properties of the Ag^O. The I.R spectra show 
clearly the disappearence of boroxol rings and the formation, in a 
first step, of tetraborate groups and later of diborate groups as 
the oxide content increases. For high Ag^ O^ content, borate groups 
with nonHaridging oxygen atoms are formed. 
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4.2 INTraDUCTION 
Btudiss of inorgarnc gli35s?iP«. with high itxtit: 
candtctivity hnvn attrnrhxl (melt ifih-ri-.it due? to Ur:jr 
advant£M3eai.«?5 chnrf<ctc?ri5tics, U?r t^ iertiy f.f»ive?rr;itn and ?itr)r-Trp 
applicaticxis, over the crystalline conductive solids . Interest in 
strt.ictur-al ^HidiF"5 of IxJintr? gl.T-..-<r'; h^n \^r>r^} rfT>»?v«.t1 rT?cf?ntly in 
ccniiectim with tte discovr^ry of cpr tr-vin gla<?s compositioris tl>at 
exhibit exceptitxially high ionic candttctivi ty. Such glass s>'stf?ins 
are gacxJ candidates for eiengy storage and are referr-ed to as fast 
ionic conck-icting glasses. Fast ionic conducting glasses are 
usually ternary systems of ccsmposition xM^O.yttiX.ELOL,, wher^ M is 
Li, Na, or Ag ertd X can be a halogpn, S^ , 90 etc. 
Investigations on this subject have demonstrated that 
important advantages are obtained with the utilization of glassy 
materials as solid electrolytes. So, tfie binary borate glasses 
BJ3_.xf1D are used as vitreous matrices for the realization of 
ionic conductors such as BJD_.xLiJD.yt.in] or BJ3_.xLi Jn.yLiJBD.. 
These studies proved useful in undnrsbinfJing tfie role of X in 
such systems. A thorough understanding of the simpler BJD^.xMJD 
glass system will help in understanding the structure of 
complicated ternary fast ionic cond>.«:ting compositions. 
It is well known tfiat the introduction of alkali oxide 
into borate glasses produces the? tetraViedral EO. unit ^«ving 
bridgirtg oxygens in a glass structuie orily for low alkali oxide 
contents" ". The structure of alkali borate glasses with low 
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A—6 9 
alkali contents was investigated by Kjnagh-Moe and Konijnendijk . 
Oh the other hand, in t^ re cornpositianal range of high alkali 
contents, the formation of non-bridging oxygens was suggested from 
2+ 
the experimental results of ESR and Oie optical absorption of QA 
lO 7;+ 
in sodium borate glasses ' and the Mossbauer spectra of Fe in 
potassiLvn borate glasses . In many alkali borate glasses, for 
" " 12 13 
example, the boric oxide anomaly was observed ' . Howe-zer, 
detailed studies of glass sttT-icture 1^a\'e mainly been made on 
sodium borate glasses with low Na4? contents. 
14 1"^  
Recently, a growing interest ' was devoted to borate-
glasses with Ag as a netv^ x)rk nxjdifyinq icxi (N'll), fallowing tie 
technological applications of these materials with respect to the 
alkali borate gla'^ ses r?r.pc?r.ial1y as a haT.is for tlie prei^ aratian of 
fast ionic conductors ''' 
It is wnry interesting to luider stand wtiat hwppens in ttie 
random n(?ti-Jor k of tmrate gln-^ sF^ s wlirifi ^ ^O is introduced in it. To 
explore this problem; X-ray diffraction , corxiuctivity 
.IB ..15,19 . ,^  L^ . 2 1 ? . , 
measurement , f^rt? ^»d ultrrv-firuc attenLiation erperimprits 
etc. are row? i.»f ttr,> t€x.fii.inur^ ^ iU\t -^rc? widely u:iod. Silver i(»is, 
unlike oOier monovalent alkali ions, tisve a covalent character and 
iar^ expected to be distributed in tfie gl^ss strL«:ture in a 
somewhat different manner fr-om other alkali ions. Matusita et 
21 
al. foLmd that the mobility of silver ions in the glass systetns 
Ag^O-B^GL. and Ag^O-Na^O-R^^ "^^"^^ ^  ^^^h concentration of Ag^O is 
higher Oien that estimated tiy assuming their uniform distribution 
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i n t h e g l a s B . I t . was a?irj.ure?tl t lv»t t l ie '-vi lver i t x ts form a r k r ^ l f r T 
i n t he g l a s s , so t\^at the jumping d i s t a n c e f o r i o n t r a n s f e r might 
be s t o r t e r . The f o rma t i on o f p a i r s and c l u s t e r s o f s i l v e r i o n s was 
s h o n by X- ray a n a l y s i s . I t vias a l s o shown t h a t t he i n t e r a t o m i c 
d i s tances between s i l v e r icjns were independent o f t he Ag^O can tpn t 
o f t he g l a s s , al thcjugh d i r e c t c o n t a c t beti-jeen s i l v e r i ons has n o t 
b€?en p o s t u l a t e d . 
One o f t he most i n t e r e s t i r i g jDroblem concern ing the 
s t r u c t u r s i o f g lasses i s t he cohertsnce degree o f g lassy ox ide 
ne twork , such as SiO , E^O^ e t c . v^hen network mod i f y ing i nns (M' l l ) 
atre i n t roduced by the c»dditiari o f a l k a l i o r s i l v e r ox ide"^" , The 
rolTerence degree takes i r t t o acccn.mt tlx? c o n n e c t i v i t y tietw-^en tfr» 
s t r v i c t u r a l u n i t s t h a t c o n s t i t u t e t f ie g lassy r»etwork and i t v a r i e s 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y w i t h concen t ra t i c r i o f t he m o d i f i e r c a t i c n s . In 
p a r t i c u l a r f o r the s i l v e r hr j rate g lasses >;ftg_0.(l-H)P^CUj 
14 23 
ex tens i ve e>;perimpntal evidence f m m l .R , MiR , U l t r a s o n i c 
24 
experi tnents , pe rm i t t ed t f e fo l l c t - j i ng s t r u c t u r a l model . A t low 
ccxTcentrat ion o f Ag^O (x < 0 . 2 5 ) , t^le t r i g c n a l c o o r d i n a t i c n o f HTP 
boron i s p a r t i a l l y chang<3d i n t o t e t r a h e d r a l , g i v i n g r i s e t o t f t? 
fCT-mation o f BO groups and t o an inc rease o f t t ie neh^jnrk 
coherence; a l l t f ie oxygen b r i dge t)etween twjo bo r r r i s . A t h i g h r ^ 
concen t ra t i an o f Ag^O (>; > 0 . 2 5 ) , t he r e l a t i v e nmnt-Ter o f 
t e t r a h e d r a l l y coo rd ina ted tciron i o n s tends t o decrease and 
coherence breakdcx-n commences w i t h the forTnation o f non -b r i dg i ng 
oxygens (N.B.O) 
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4.3 RESULTS AM) DISCLBBIONS 
4.31 RPMflN SPECTTO 
Raman spectra of binary silver borate glasses in the 
system xAg-O-d-xjEuQ^at room temperature for various values of x 
(0.10 < H < 0,40) in the region 50-1000 cm is shown in 
fig. (4.1). In this region besides the weak bands at AW cm and 
650 cm , two intense bands centered at 770 cm and 800 cm are 
also present, the latter bands are totally polarized. 
The structure of V-R^OL is a random three dimensional 
network of BOL triangles, with a comparatively high fraction of 
25 
six membered boroxol rings "". The Raman spectruim of v-BJ2- has 
only one very strong band at about 809 cm which is polarized. 
Such a frequency is a characteristic of the specific ring 
structure. This band bsG been attributed to a symmetric breathing 
motion of boroxol rings on the basis of isotopic exchange 
. . 26,27 
eMperimf?nt:'5 ' 
The addition of AgJD in the borate glasses promotes the 
breakdown of boroxol rings and the formaticn of BO. tetrahedral 
units. The experimental evidence for such a proces is the 
appearencB of a Raman band at 770 cm together with a decrease in 
the intensity of the band at 806 cm . The increase in the 
intensity of the 770 cm Raman band with concentration of AgJ3 
confirms the network modifying natuune of the Ag,0. The 
deconvolution of the 770 and 806 cm band for the system 
0.20Ag^. (0.80)B^^ is shown in fig. (4.2), while Raman bands for 
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z 
UJ 
RAMAN SHIFT (CM ) 
Fig.(4.1)s Raman spectra of silver borate glasses in the system 
xAgJD.(l-x)B^ , for various values of x 
(a) 0.10 (b) 0.15 (c) 0.20 
(d) 0.25 (e) 0.30 (f) 0.40 / 
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755 770 800 840 
CM"^—^ 
- 1 . Fig. (4.2) s The decanvoluticn of the 770 and eoo cm bands for the 
system 0.2Ag^. (0.8)820^. 
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b i n a r y s i l v e r btirahp g l f i s w ^ i*?; «?;!r)wii i n t a b l n - I . 
A d d i t i c n o f AgJ3 csiuses a chEOige o f t h e borc3n atcxn 
c t x j r d i n a t i c n acc rd ing t o the BctiEcne: 
For IcM Ag43 co f i t en t 
flg^ 
For h i g h AgJ3 con ten t 
- O t - O 
O-
+ 3 ^ 
—o ^ 2 0 -> 2 + 2fVg 
•2Q 
NhF have shown tfiat for a given value of x in the 
range (0 <>: < 0.50) the proporticti of EO. groups is thie same in 
all alkali borate glasses. In fact these EO. groups are 
incorporated in ninre carnple;t cyclic ntJificr?s stirh as diborate, 
triborate or tetraborate gr-oups - ' • . f^n Qf them are 
cliaracterized by a Raman band aroLUTd 760-780 cm and are assigned 
to the breathing vibration of six metnbered bDrD>;Dl rings 
containing botli ECU and EO. tetraliedr-a. The intensity of this band 
increases with x at the cost of 006 cm . Intensity ratio of the 
770 and 906 cm band with concentration is shown in fig. (4.3). 
For binary silver borate glasses, tt>e 806 cm line disappears at 
- 110 -
Fig. (4.3): Intensity ratio of T70 and 806 cm Raman band with 
concentration of silver oxide. 
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TflBLE-I Obsaeved Ramsn bands*of j - i ^ O . ( l - x j B ^ O ^ ; where (0 .10 < x < 
0 .40) 
V - BUCL x=<3.10 >t=0.15 >!^.2r:> «=0.25 x=O.30 >p=C).40 
^°3 
806(sh,5) 804(sh,s) 800(5h,5) »X)(5h,m) - * - - « - - * -
- » - - « - 775(sh,w) 770(5h,m) 770(5h,5) 768(5h,5) 765(sh,m) 
685(5h,m) 67B(w,br) 674(w,br) 670(w,br) 650(m,br) 654(m,br) 652(ni,br) 
460(sh,w 450(w,br) 472(w,br) 456(w,br) 464(w,br) 462(w,br) 460(m,br) 
* sh : sharp, br : bread, s : strcng, m : medium, w : weak 
TfiBLE—II Values of peaK. position r , , cut-off radii r and 
peak.- c 
coordinatitan munbers N from rdf's. In brackets are the values of Pjn_ 
glass. 
B-O 
E -^B 
O-O 
Ag-O 
A g ^ 
Ag-Ag 
r , (A°) peak 
1.39 (1.4) 
2.75 (2.7) 
2.41 (2.4) 
1.05 
2.33 
2.18 
r^  (A°) 
1.8 (1.8) 
3.0 (3.0) 
2.7 (2.7) 
1.4 
3 .0 
2 . 6 
N 
c 
3.08 (3.04) 
2.98 (3.04) 
4.0 (4.36) 
1.03 
3 .0 
0.203 
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X - 0.25 cariceii lrat iai . This i s intpr prel^ited by tJit? fonietirrt of 
BO. grtiijjrri. HIP plr«>nr r^ i>: n>rii»t)r^ trxJ r ifMjn wltl\ ar^e PO. tr< r^ •Alu'tir A 
( i e . t r i , t e t r a or peiitaboratf? grtx.»p5) s ca t t e r a t about 700 cnt 
and tha t coritaining tv^o BO tetrafiedra ( i e . d i t r i or dipEntaborate 
gra».tps) scatfiP'r- a t abcxjt 7A<.» on and tlie e;;i5tancR of Jxjth typf?r> 
of ring causers the appearance of a band envelope in the 
76O-7B0 cm regicn"" . The diborate groups with two EO.'s per 
r ing , are not expected to s c a t t e r a t about 760 cm because of 
high d i s to r t ion of these rirtgs. The frecpjency of the 770 cm band 
a s a function of concentration i s shown in f i g . ( 4 . 4 ) . Full width 
a t half maximum (FWhTi) of the "770 and 806 cm band with Ag^ O i s 
s h o n in f i g . (4 .5 ) . 
With increasing Ag^ O contRnt, the weak band a t 678 cm 
increases in in tens i ty and s h i f t s towards lower wavenumber 
- 1 32 
(652 cm ) . Tfas band i s assigned to a r ing type metaborate . Tlie 
assignmer»t of the band a t ^^ cm has been ambigurjus. For pure 
BJIU, a weak band a t 4<W t:m " i s assigne<J to a ring angle bc-sxlitig 
mode of the boroxol r ings . For a l k a l i borate g lasses , t h i s band 
32 i s observed a t higlier wavenumbers . For our system,' i t i s 
i« II 
piTDbably due t o the bending mode of a free BO un i t or one tha t 
i s attached very weakly to a ring type s t r u c t u r e . 
I t i s more or less an €?r,tabli5hed fact t ha t the t r igcnal 
coordination of boron in the boron oxide was p a r t i a l l y cfianged 
in to a tetrafiedral one by the addition of an a l k a l i oxide or 
s i l v e r oxide in an appropriate cy-?antity '"'^ (lower then 0.50 molar 
- 113 -
Fig. (4.4): Frequency of the 770 cm band as a function of 
concentration. 
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f r a c t m O . TITC? (i;;yg(mi introcJuced by t l ie i r i e t a l l i c o>:idf? t ra rmform 
the planar t r ia t r igu la r u n i t s EGL, ( t y p i c a l o f B Q^) i n t o t e t r a h e d r a l 
groups EO. ( two qroupis f o r I'.w.f* n»k;|pd oxygGn). TJin rcnult=5 o f l\n<= 
change would inc rease t f ie coh)er€?nce and consequent ly t he r e l a t e d 
24 34 
s t i f f n e s s o f t h e g lassy neb«3rk as observed e x p e r i m e n t a l l y ' 
The molecu la r dynamics (MD) s tudy on t h e b i n a r y s i l v e r 
bo ra te g lasses seems t o c o n f i r m t h i s hypo thes is end i n d i c a t e s a 
l o c a l i s a t i o n o f s i l v e r i o n s i n ttw? i n t e r s t i c e s o f t he net^ jork , 
near t l ie o>;ygen. Tfie r a d i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s o f the v a r i o u s 
icxi p a i r s &re presented i n f i g . ( 4 . 6 ) and va lues o f peak p o s i t i o n 
r , , c u t - o f f r a d i i r and the c o o r d i n a t i o n number N f rom r d f ' s peak ' c c 
i s g i ven i n t a b l e - I I . I n b racke ts sre t he va lues o f B Q, g l a s s . 
The r d f ' s o f the p o i r s B-O, B-B show w e l l de f i ned peaks 
w i t h i n the second neighbour-s [ t h e va lues o f t he o r d i n a t e i n 
f i g ( 4 . 6 ) are h ighe r then 1 ] , l o i t e r i ng t o 1 f o r h ighe r d i s t a n c e s 
owing t o the s t rvwr tu ra l d i s o r d e r t y p i c a l o f a g l a s s , and th i .s 
c l e a r l y i d e i t i t i f i p s t l i e borcjn as a ne tno rk - f o rm ing i c n . The 
a d d i t i o n o f s i l ve r - o;( idp ciwjses an inc rease o f t l ie b o r m 
cooTTdinaticfi number withi tfif? o;;ygeri ( t a b l e ~ I I ) t f i a t i n d i c a t e s a 
g radua l clvango o f t i e NTron c o o r d i n a t i o n riLvnber f rom 3 t o 4 , 
r e v e a l i n g t he change o f some p lana r u n i t s EO^ i n BO. g roups . I f we 
stjppose the f o rma t i on o f t i '*^ pr i . groups f o r each oxygen in t rod t i ced 
by Ag^O, we can c a l c u l a t e t i e v a r i a t i o n o f boron c o o r d i n a t i o n 
(B) 
number N ' by the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n : 
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15 
5 
30 
10 
1 
Ag-0 
L_ 
Ag-Ag 
1 V A 
1 
1 . 
vKw. A ^ ; 
Ag-B \^J^ 
1 1 1 1 
^ - ^ T ' 1 1 1 1 
"B-O 
-
1 
1 
1 
B-B 
J \ L ^ 'I 1 1 
0-0 
1 J V — j - ' - ' ^ 1 1 
b ^• 
3 
K ^ ^ ^ 
3-
• ^ — 1 -
1 
1 
10-
a 
6-
2-
1 
6-
2-
1 
• - I 
7 (X) 
F i g . ( 4 . 6 ) : Radial d i s t r i b u t i o n function of O.lOAg^O.(0.90)B„Q_ 
ill 2 %5 
glass 
, (a) rdf's for the network forming ions; 
(b) rdf's for tht? network modifying ions. 
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c 1 1 2 Z 1 2 
n. and n , being the ni.»nber5 of borms coDrdinated respect ively 
t r igonal ly and te t rahedra l ly . 
The calcula t ion of the B-0 d is tance , in the BO^ groLips 
shoMed a deviation of one bond length from tfie mean value 
indicated by the rdf B-O. In fact one of the four B-O dis tances 
was foLBid t o be about 2 .5 A°. I t turns out thtat Wie tetraliedral 
un i t s are d i s tor ted in the d i rec t ion of the fourth oxygen, 
presumably the one bridging betwr?c?n two triaigiAlar u n i t s and 
introduced by tlie metal l ic or.idf?. 
Tie o;:yyu?ii-borDn ctxjrdiiiaticjn nvmiber- was foLtid to bn ? 
and such a value indicates UIP •=il)sence of ncn-bridging OMygf3ns in 
such a system. A dr?f.ailpri calculot icn of non-bridging oxygens was 
carr ied out , coLmting tfie bfjrun'^  arix»id tt>e s ingle oxygen atom 
it»5ide a sphere of fixed rad ius , equal to the cut-off radius 
( t a b l e - I I ) : each oxygen bridqr-:^! betvJW^i b,o borons. 
Thr=> r d f ' s crTurpming the network modifying i a i s 
Cfig.(4.6b)] seem to exclude a uniform d is t r ibu t ion of NMI in ttie 
glassy network, despi te ttie big noise due to ttie limited numtier of 
Ag io t ^ . Moreover ttie Ag-<>g rdf i t idicates tfie presence of tvo ions 
wittvLn a mean distarMre of 2>18 A . For be t te r ins ight of the 
s i l v e r posi t ions in the netvsot-k and in order to verify the 
requested cKarge r«eutrality of tfie system, a calculat ion of the Ag 
distance frrxn tfie toron of thf? PO t^^r> carr ied out . Tv-o s i l v e r 
ions were four>d within a nr'afi di=tar»ce of 3.3 A° from each 
- 118 -
tetrahEjdral boroi (tlie indivicJual distances vary in tine 2.3-4.3 A 
ffflxjT:'), rnvpnlimj tlTi?ir ItTcaHr^ i in llr* inlr»rT.V.ic.r!r. o-ir.tiiKi in 
between the BO. and the near neighbour BQ, grtiups. 
In fig. (4.7) I, the B-OB angle distributiorm foi the 
simulated BJ}^ and 0.1Ag^0.(0-9)B^0^ glasses have been given. The 
slight difference indicates Wiat thie lew ccncentraticn of A g ^ 
does not change the stn-cture of the boron oxide appreciably ". In 
order to determine tlie number of tetrahedral units BO., a detailed 
search was carried out to count the OKygens around the single 
boron atom inside a sphere of fi;;f?d radius. The calculated 
fraction N. = x/(!-:<) of four- coordinated boron as a function of 
the AgJD content is stxMn in fig.(4.P). 
We insert in the same fig. the data derived frum M'R 
measurements and the N. = >;/(!->; ) curve which determines thie 
behaviour corresponding to the formation of two BO. gmtips for 
14 
each oxygen introduced by tlie silver oxide. Internal friction 
24 
and sound velocity experimental evidences show that the 
formation rate of BO. Lciits and the conrected network coherence of 
4 
silver borate glasses decrease for the silver oxide concentration 
higher than 0.25 in the silver borate. It was inferred that the 
silver ions, which assists for lower concentration the formaticn 
of BO. groups, for higher concentration at x > 0.25 give rise to 
oxygen in^  sites in which they do not bridge various structural 
uiits (BGL^  or BG^). It is evident from M) calculations that the 
NBO number stays very small upto 0.25 concentration and at higher 
- 119 -
0.05h 
uo 
DEGREES 
180 
Fig. (4.7)! B-O-^ B angular distributicn for 
O.lOf^O.CO.WjB^Qj glass. 
Solid curve: O.lOAg^O. (0.90)B^CU glass 
Dashed curve: BJD glass 
^2°5 and 
- izu -
06 -
0-5 
0-4 -
03 -
N 
'4 
0-2 
O-l -
Fig.(4.8): The calcxilate fraction N. = x/(l-!'.) of four folc 
coondinated boron as a function of Ag_a content ^C
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r a n c e n t r a t i a n iiM^re-aser^ shar j>ly. TIU.T. behaviour r : L ; \ r i f i p s ti«? 
fTypotNpsis suggestt?d al^ tl<f_> l.),ir:.is o f e^;pe^iolGntal e v i d ^ i r r ' . 
rfcJdi<:i(T> o f f t j ^ l -N^ycr id a 0.?^^ t:ri)i n t t r n i i t m rTr.nJ.r.tn l lr? f o i n n l . i t n 
o f n o n - b r i d g i n g oxygens, re t lun ing the f o rma t i on r a t e o f EO. I ' n i t s 
( two u n i t s f o r each ^wfrlfxi o?:yy?3n)j t y p i c a l o f tlir? lot^r^r 
c o n c e r t t r a t i o n . The otr/ioL<s rG<=>j.lt i^. a decrease o f t h e g lassy 
network coherence and a s o f t e n i n g o f the s t r u c t u r e . 
The M'lR r e s i j l t s ' " " d e v i a t e s more s t r o n g l y then t h a t 
a r i s i n g frrsn the >;/(!-;<) lavn b. ' t t l i e sanie au thor suggests as an 
e x p l a i n a t i o n o f t h i s f e a t u r e t l i e p o s s i b l e inl ic j inogaiei ty o f th»e 
g l a s s . Thi,5 inhomogeneity wcxrld r e s u l t f rom t l i e c o l l o i d a l s i l v e r 
v\rfiich does n o t en te r this forrrat ier* o f t he g l a s s and, as a 
consequence, i s r\o\ a v a i l a b l e t ' l tf>p? c f^ ivers ion o f ECl^units i n t o 
BO g r o j p s ; t h i s s i t L i a t i c n seons t o f o l l o w Abe 's s u g g e s t i o n , 'which 
a t t r i b u t e s t h e ^8^0's o n l y t o thie BCl, u n i t s , fin accu ra te search 
f o r t he ME?0 l o c a t i o n i n the s i b b e r bora te g lasses f o r ;< = 0 .33 and 
M = 0.5t:> re^^eals t h a t 707. o f t h e prescsnt EO.. groups have one 
n o n - b r i d g i n g ov,ygf?i». 
F i n a l l y i n r e l a t i ( T t t n Mr ' l i n kaqe t ietwem Wyp PTI., nnr\ 
Pfl grtmir^i t o form more r:tiiii|»:f;i h- t j r tmi r ; , l l m fo l lcuMug reinarks 
a r e i n f e r r e d vf\ tire bas i s o f d i f f f ^ r e r i t e;;perim(?ntal ev idences : 
(1) Trom ,-\ii X-ray d l f f r a r t i r j n ,nnalyr,i«:^ o f LxjrT:)n o ; ; i d« , Mozr i aiwi 
Warren profjosed ttn? p ; ; is tanr r ' o f planar r i n g s B J l , , UTT* ^x^rLt)x>l 
o 6 
gr tx ips i n v o l v i n g t»)ree BCL, U^MMS. h*:ireover, Raman spe?ctroriCopy 
• ' • / , 
s tudy i n B^U^ by Galeener e t a l . ^ ' suggests a s t n - i c t u r a l model 
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that implies the presence of a large ntwnber of boroxol rings in 
the network. 
(2) I.R and particularly NhfR studies' '" of silver borate glasses 
led to «ie conclusion tliat t!)e horo>;ol rings ar^ engaged in more 
conple>: units such as the pentaborate and triborate arrangements, 
for a silver oxide contents lower Wien 0.20 molar fraction and the 
diborate arrangement for higJier silver oxide content. The 
increasing network connectivity is associated with tlie formation 
of BO. groups arising from the additicn of Ag^O to ELCl^ . The 
borate arrangement in silver borate glasses is shot^ n in fig. (4.9). 
It appears from the Raman scattering study of 
xAg^O. (1-«)ELQL system that pure R-,Qy is built up fron a random 
II II 
network of six membered boro>;ol rir>gs, addition of Ag43 causes a 
progressive change of the boron atom coordination number from 
three to four and results in tlie formation of various cyclic units 
that contain both three and four coordinated boron atoms, and 
whose relative concentration depends on the AgJ3 centalts. 
4.32 IM=RflRED SPECTRA 
Investigation of the infrared transmi.ttance spectra of 
the binary silver borate glasses is very helpful in understanding 
the effect of the dopant (Ag 0) on the borm-oxygen network of the 
system. The mid infrared spectra of binary silver borate glasses 
in the system >rf^  0. (l-x)B OL for (0 < x < 0.77) in the region 
6CO-A0O0 cm is shown in fig. (4.10). The transmittance results 
have been compared with those of the crystalline compourxis and 
- 123 -
Fig.(4.9)I The borate arrangement in silver borate glasses, 
(a) boroxol tnit (b) pentaborate unit 
(c) triborate unit (d) orthoborate unit 
(e) metaborate crtit (f) pyroborate unit 
(g) diborate unit (h) loose BO. unit 
Solid circles represent boron atomsjopen circles oxyger 
atom. Pn open circle with a negative sign indicates s 
non-bridging oxygen. 
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discussc?d i n ternr^ o f cu r rp r i t tritAvledg^ o f the st r^ lc t l l rT ' o f ^4^-r_ 
g l a s s . 
I.R t rAp^vni t tsncp ?-.prx:tra o f b ina ry s i l v e r borat*? 
g lasses show tJirpe w e l l d ishing"usi i fK l reg io r ts ; 12iX>-1150 cm 
(B-O s t r e t c h i n g o f EQ^ u n i t s ) , e?5(>-112r> cm~ (B-O s t r^ tch i iw. j o f 
p n . u n i t s ) nnil n r i i t x l 7^0 ( n\ , w t i i rh i'^ a th r ib (» t rd t o tfiP I n i d i n g 
o f B-O-B linkagf?r. i n the bora te netwijr t<. 
TIr? rf f f?c.t o f <Vj^n rnn be f o l lowtxi by t i e sysheov^tir. 
change o f the I.R s p e c t r a . The main observa t ions a re t t ie g rowth o f 
new bands i n the reg ion between B^D-llCO cm upon i nc reas ing thie 
concen t ra t i on o f ' ^ - O i n t l ie B „n^ mat r i r ; . A t the sarr^ t i m e , 
i n t e n s i t y change o f the l ^X t and 140^ cm bands t ^kes p l a c e . The 
band a t 1200 cm comple te ly d isappears when x reaches 0.44 
concen t ra t i on w i t h the fo rma t i cn o f a new band a t 1Z50 cm 
g 
By reference to the work of Krogh-Moe , it is widely 
accepted that the broad band in t^ «e region of 1200 cm is 
attributed to B-O bond stretching of trigonal EO_ units, while ttie 
region 85O-110O cm arises frrm B-O bond stretching of 
tetrahedral BO. units. Tliese resul Is are supported by the number 
of four coordinated boron atoms given by Bray et al." in KtF 
experiments. The modifying effect of the silver oxide can be 
described by the equation: 
-O 1 + M_n ^ 2ri 
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A more p rec i se a t t r i b i t i m i ^ poss i b l e f o r W«> 12'>:> and 
- 1 1400 cm bands: they correspjonrJ r e s p e c t i v e l y to t he v. arid v^ 
9 - 1 
v i b r a t i o n o f boroMol r i n g . Thie bevid a t about 700 cm corrt?spnnds 
t o t^ 1e bond hnnding v i b r a t i f i i \ n f P fVP br idqer; o f t l m hnrori t);:yynn 
network . 
For h i gh va lue o f >; (;; > O.^A). a nevj band appears a t 
- 1 38 
about 1230 cm . By cantijari-ri*!! w i U i h fF resn.ilts , t h i s t w i d i s 
assigned t o B-0 btnd s t r e t c h i n q o f t r i g o n a l BQ, t m i t s w i t h a 
non -b r i dg ing oxygen (NBO) atom, ?:<_!ch as those forming metaborate 
cha in o r t r i b o r a t e groups w i t h one \&0 atom. Th i s new mectianism 
which appears d u r i n g the fo rmat ion o f the o>?ygen-boron network 
cor responding t o t he e q u a t i o n : 
+ M, 
'^ 
•> 2 + 2M 
The high frequaicy band en^ /elope (1456 cm , x = 0.10) 
which is due to stretching of D-O bonds of rings of varic«.is boratjp 
arrangements containing planar six membered borate grrxips e:;^ nbits 
a compositional dependence. As the concentration of Ag^J is 
increased, this band shifts to highpr wavenumber 148R cm for 
X = 0.33 and then starts to shift to lower wavenumber and finally 
appears at 1360 cm for x = 0.44. The spectrum of crystalline 
lithium pyroborate shows band in this region, originating from 
4-
asymmetric >B-0 stretching of P_n_ units. On this basis, we 
tentatively assign the 1360 cm band with the presence of 
- 131 -
pyrobora te i_ni ts i n s i l v e r bc)»-aVf? gl^r>r*e<5 w i t h h i g h Ag43 cont.GiNt. 
More i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s an t t ie t y p i c a l bo ra te u n i t s , 
cc3ns t i t u t i ng th»E? g l a s s netv-JorV:: have been tsbtained b>' a n a l y s i n g tJie 
bands i n t h e reg ion 850-1120 cm , which shows a f i n e s t r u c t u r e 
comprised o f t h r e e c o n t r i b u t i o n s , By comparison w i t h t he s p e c t r a 
o f p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e compounds """ hav ing t l i e same f o r m u l a , one 
component a t 1000 cm correspcjnds t o B-O bond 5tr•etc^^ing o f EO 
g 
u n i t s i n d i b o r a t e p o l y c r y s t a l s ,and t>e o t t t e rs near 94<D, TO*!) ajid 
1040 cm corresptx id t o t l i e samn' v i b ra t . i on bu t i n tetratiorahe 
u n i t s . The observed e v o l u t i o n o f the? band shape w i t h x i s causpd 
by a change i n t he r e l a t i v e tn.«iih?r o f thr?se ivia d i f f e r e n t botfit je 
g roups . A t low A g ^ co r i t en t , PO u n i t s ^r^ [ j r e f o r a b l y cmtai f tFHl i n 
t e t r a b o r a t e g roups . The smoothing o f t l i e band and the p o s i t i o n o f 
i t s maximum a t about 1<X)0 cm i n d i c a t e t h e i r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n w i t h 
d i b o r a t e r i n g s w i t h an increase i n :;. 
The reg ion 6(X>-7C'<I> cm " i s a l s o o f cons ide rab le 
i n t e r ' E s t . The band a t 655 cm decreases i n i n t e n s i t y v^'ith 
a d d i t i o n o f A g ^ con ten t .-^ nd f i n a l l y d isappears a t >; = O.'H 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n . Fentaborate grctvps o f c r ^ y s t a l l i n e (a ft fJ K„0 .5B^0, ) 
show bands a t 650 and 625cm r e s p e c t i v e l y , w h i l e te t rabo f -a te 
groups do n o t SIXDW bounds i n t h i s r eg ion . Thus i t can be 
ca i c l uded th^st 655 cm ' benfl cJf:^ \ale?r. t l i e presence o f fj;=titat)fjraic-' 
g ru t ips . Scf)e(natic rf?presf3nt.:<( ion cif scjine t y p i c a l bo ra te qrTnr»(c- i s 
sliown i n f i g . ( 4 . 9 ) . 7 1 ^ inlr-ic^nl imi dL»Ttain fiTim 600-20(:)0 cm Iws 
been si r»'jn in f i g , (^ . 1 1 ) . 
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2000 1800 1500 1200 900 600 
WAVE NUMBER (CM*') 
F i g . (4 .11) : The domain f ran 6«X>-2000 an f o r s i l v e r borate 
gla5r,f?s i n t i e systpin >:riq^n. ( l -x)B_0^ fo r various K 
(a) O.OCJ (b) 0.10 (c) 0.15 (d) 0.20 (e) 0.22 
( f ) 0.25 (g) 0.33 (h) 0.35 ( i ) 0.14 ( j ) 0.55 
(k) 0.77 
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o i m i l a r r e s u l t s have bef?n deduced fron) MT< 
measurements'^". They ar-e a l s o in good egreement wi th the var i^t icTi 
of tempffratur e T arid the dr3!\5ity v-jith >; rt^ported by R.i<-Kt!'i . 
E f f e c t i v i l y t l ie n>cx5el prcDpcr;Gd lT?re fcs-- t h e bDrcn-D>;ygen network 
CBi-i d e s c r i b e tfiese e f f e c t s . In a f i r s t s t e p , t h e formaticjn of BO 
groups in t e t r a b o r a t e u n i t s tfiai in d i b o r a t e u n i t s g i v e s an 
i n c r e a s e in t h e l i nkage of the i>pti'X-)rk which pr-oduces t h e incrT'a':^ 
obsfrvfxl in M\e fmnfyrah.u r T Dmi ilw^ d r i i s i t y . TfitTt, in a "^ .TT-fTid 
s t e p , wi th tfie i n c r e a s e in '?ilvi:>r a iddf c o n t e n t , t h e dibora»-je 
unit-^i a r e dr^struycxi [n farm W_ trinntjle'S and f^ _ groufj^i wi th 
ncn-bt idgirvj OMygtfti aJxifn'^. Tin--, rC3t • e-jxrids t o a dec r ea se in tliF» 
1 inkarjf? of Hr? nt'hjur k whiili t ' l i r t^ i n ttfx.rf^a'^.e in thf? alxive 'wrj 
ptarameters. Tlie I.R traiKf/iuTsiai tvand-n for b inary s i l v e r bc^rate 
g l a s s e s ha'-/e besfi given in t : i b l e ~ I I I , v^hile t h e r e ass ignments ha\'e 
br?en 5lTCT>)n in t a b l e - I V , 
4 . 4 COMUUSIGN 
From t h e Ramat ar>d I.R i n v e s t i g a t i o n of b ina ry s i l v e r 
b o r a t e g l a s s e s , we conclttde Uia t : 
4 .41 RflMflN irvWESTIGATION 
For t h e system >;Ag O. (1- ;0B^0^, fo r (0 .10 < K < 0.4O) 
( l ) a d d i t i a n of s i l v e r , ojdde in B_0^ i n c r e a s e s t h e colierence 
2 o. 
degree of tfie network iipLo 0.?!5 cof icen t ra t ion , nodifying the 
t r i g o n a l c o o r d i n a t i o n of tfie bort-ji\ atoms wi th t h e oxygen int:o 
t e t r a b o r a t e . The formation r a t e of t h e t e t r a f i ed ra l groups fo l lows 
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TflBLE-III I.R transmittance bands f o r binary s i l v e r borate glasses i n 
the system i<PQ^.{l.-n)B^ f o r (O < >; < 0 .77) . 
\m^ MjrSER (01 
v-B_0 655 690 -*- BX) 
0.10 660 690 -«- BIO 
0.15 665 685 740 815 
0.20 665 -*- 730 820 
0.22 660 -*- 730 R2ri 
0.25 665 -*- 730 828 
0.33 660 -»- 720 -•-
0.44 -«- -«- 700 -*-
0.55 -*-. -«- 700 -*-
0.77 -«- -*- 700 -«-
895 
900 
898 
898 
898 
898 
-«-
-«-
-»-
-«-
-«-
-*-
940 
940 
935 
940 
944 
940 
940 
-*-
1020 
1068 
1040 
1038 
1035 
1035 
1040 
1030 
1040 
1000 
1130 
1120 
1120 
1123 
1120 
1110 
1110 
-«-
-*-
-*-
1210 
1210 
1205 
1200 
1202 
1210 
1210 
1230 
1240 
-«-> 
14<Xl 
145B 
1460 
1475 
1480 
1485 
1488 
1360 
1360 
1360 
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TflBLE-IV Assignmeirts of t r ans tn i t t ance bc«nd5 fo r b inary s i l v e r b o r a t e 
g l a s s e s in t h e system y,Ag^O.(l-x)B^O^, where (0 < x < 0 . 7 7 ) . 
WWWEHMUr^ ER (CM ^) ASSIGrsTENT 
700 
850-1120 
1000 
1200 
1230 
1400 
1360 
Ebnd-bEnding vibration of &-0-B bridges of 
the & 0 network 
B-0 bcj-id-stretching of EO. units 
B-O bond stretching of tetrahedral units 
in diborahe groups 
B-0 band--stretching of trigonal BO^ tnits 
B-O tiond-stretching of trigonal B0_ units 
with f'EO's 
BO hxjrid s t re tch ing v ib ra t i on i n BQ, un i t s 
rt3ynwnE?tric ?B-0 s t re tch ing of B 0,^ ^ un i t s 
i n pyroborate grtxips 
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the >;/(l->0 l3Mf K being the ccncetitratian of sil^^r oxide. 
(2) sdditiori of Agjl beyond a 0.25 concentration assists the 
formation of nnn-bridging oxyger^  (IflBO), reducing the formation 
rate of H3 units, typical of Um lon-^ r troncentration. Ttie ohvioi-ts 
result is a decrease of the glassy netviorV; coherence. 
(3) with similar situation in liuinry borates, it can be argued 
that EO^ aixl PO unitn ate liT\ked in ring-s or arrangements 
involving cyclic-nnitfj. 
4.42 I.R IlvWEBTIGftTIGN 
For t»TG system xAq^O.d >:)P^ n_ for (0 < x < 0.77) 
I.R sp»?ctra is ccmrxrisf^cl of thrt?e main band vibration of 
the boron-^ iiygen network. Tlie first at atacxit 700 cm corresponds 
to the bond-bending vibration of the bridging OKygen atomsj while 
those near 1000 and 1400 cm" are attributed to the B-O bond 
stretching vibration in BO. and BCL units. Analysis of the bands 
at 900, 1000 and 1035 cm r-eveals ttiat the four coordinated boron 
atoms, or a large number of them are grouped into diborate groups 
rather t^le^1 tetralxarate grnujTS M hiqlier rnncCTitratiwi of ftjJ'S. A 
small band located at 1230 cm indicates that some HI tnits witfi 
a non-bridging oxygen atom PMists in the boron-oxygen network. 
Thus it can be concluded that with increasing 
coTKrentration of Ag^O, progressive format ion of pentaborate, 
tetraborate, diborate, metaborate, pyroborate along with the 
distruction of some of the groupjs takes place 
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